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PREFACE

This report describes the work performed under Task 3 of the DOT/FAAHigh Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program (Contract DOT-OS-30034). The objectives of the contract were:

Investigation, including scaling effects, of the aerodynamic and
acoustic mechanisms of various jet noise suppressors.

* Analytical and experimental studies of the acoustic source distri-
bution in such suppressors, including identification of source
location, nature, and strength and noise reduction potential.

* Investigation of in-flight effects on the aerodynamic and acoustic
performance of these suppressors.

The results of these investigations are expected to lead to the prepara-tion of a design guide report for predicting the overall characteristics ofsuppressor concepts, from models to full scale, static to in-flight condi-tions, as well as a quantitative and qualitative prediction of the phenomena
involved.

The work effort in this program was organized under the following majorTasks, each of which is reported in a separate Final Report:
Task I - Activation of Facilities and Validation of Source Location

Techniques.

Task 2 - Theoretical evelopments and Basic Experiments.

Task 3 - Experimental Investigation of Suppression Principles.

Task 4 -Dvelopment and Evaluation of Techniques for "In-flight"
Investiga• ion.

Task 5 - Investigation of "In-flight" Aero-Acoustic Effects on Sup-
pressed Exhausts.

Task 6 - Preparation of Noise Abatement Nozzle Design Guide Report.

Task I was an investigative and survey effort dt- "d - ideŽntifyacoustic facilities and test methods best suited to jet noise studies. Task2 was a theoretical effort complemented by theory verification experiments
w hich extended across the entire contract period of performance.

T11e subject of the present, Task 3 report series (FtM-RD-76-79, III -1, II, II1, and IV) was formulated as a substantial part of the contract ef-A fort to gather various cest data on a wide range of high velocity jet nozzle

tt1



suppressors. These data, together with supporting theoretical advances from
Task 2, have led to a better understanding of jet noise and jet noise sup-
pression mechanisms, as well as to a validation of scaling methods. Task 3
helped to identify several "optimum" nozzies for simulated in-flight testing
under Task 5, and to provide an extensive, high quality data bank leading to
formulation of methods and techniques useful for designing jet noise suppres-
sors for application in the Task 6 design guide as well as in future studies.

Task 4 was similar to Task 1, except that it dealt with the specific
test facility requirements, measurement techniques, and analytical methods
necessary to evaluate the "in-flight" noise characteristics of simple and com-
plex suppressor nozzles. This effort provided the capability to conduct the
"flight" effects test program of Task 5.

iv
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1.0 SUMMARY

The High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program (Con-

tract DOT-OS-30034) was conceived to bring analytical and experimental know-
ledge to bear on understanding the fundamentals of jet noise for simple and
complex suppressors.

Task 3, the subject of this report, involved the experimental investi-

gation of suppression principles, including developing an experimental data
base, developing a better understanding of jet noise suppression principles,
and formulating empirical methods for the acoustic design of jet noise sup-
pressors. Acoustic scaling has been experimentally demonstrated, and five
"optimum" nozzles were selected for anechoic free-jet testing in Task 5.

Volume I - Verification of Suppression Principles and Development of
Suppressiofn Prediction Methods - Some of the experimental studies (reported
in Volume 11) involved acquisition of detailed, far-field acoustic data and
of aerodynamic jet flow-field data on several baseline and noise-abatement
nozzles. Theae data were analyzed and used to validate the theoretical jet
" noie prediction method of Task 2 (referred to as M*G*B, designating the
authors' initials) and to develop and validate the empirical noise-prodiction
method presented herein (referred to as 8*S, designating the last-name ini-
tials of the authors).*

The Task 2 theoretical studies conclude that four primary mechanisms in-
fluence jet noise suppression; fluid shielding, convective amplification,
turbulent mixing, and shock noise. A series of seven suppressor configura-
tions (ranging from geometrically simple to complex) were evaluated in Task 3
to establish the relative importance of cacti of the four mechanisms. Typical
results of this evaluation of noise mechanisms are summarized in Figure 1-1
in terms of perceived noise level (PNH) directivity for a conical nozzle. In
general, mechanical suppressors exhibit a significant reduction in shock
n(ise relative to a baseline conical nozzle, reduce the effectiveness of
fluid shielding (increase rather than suppress noise), reduce the effective-
ness of convective amplification (reduce noise), and produce a modest reduc-
tion •n turbulent mixing noise. Tlie largest amount of shock noise reduction
correlates with the suppressor which has the smallest characteristic dimension.
Fluid shielding decreases because suppressors cause the mean velocity and
temperature of the jet plume to decay faster than the conical baseline. A
reduction in convection Mach number (and hence in convective amplification)
occurs because a suppressor plume decays very rapidly. Turbulent mixing

* 1 :noise is reduced through alteration of the mixing process that results from
segmenting the exhaust jet.

*The Task 3 empirical (M*S) method was initially intended for nozzle
geometries which could not be modeled in the puzely analytical Task 2
(M*G*B) method (a multielemeant nozzle vith a treated ejector, for
example).
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• M*G*B Predictions

2ressure Ratio = 3.28

s Exhaust Stream Total Temperature 1 l630° R

" ~/

Total Without Shock Noise

and Fluid Shielding

Total Noise

i SJ> 10 dB

lotal Without Shock Noise. Fluid Shielding,an d Co tvec t ive A Pm l f ca t n - T ota l W itho ut,• v
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20 40 60 u 100 120 140 160
Atulle to hIlat, iJrooma

Figure 1-1. wvaluatioll of Noise Mechanisms for a Conical Nozzle.
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1
Aerodynamic flow-field measurements (mean-velocity profiles) were demon-

strated to be useful in verifying the flow-field predictions which were cal-
culated by the M*G*B (theoretical) noise-prediction program. Noise source
location devices such as the Ellipsoidal Mirror (EM) were demonstrated to be
less useful than the Laser Velocimeter (LV) for the M*G*B theory verification
studies because the LV provides data which may be directly compared with
predictions made using the M*G*B program. Axial and radial mean-velocity
profiles are typical examples of such comparisons.

The empirical M*S jet noise prediction method has been developed to pre-
dict the static acoustic characteristics of multielement suppressors appli-
cable to both advanced turbojets and variable cycle engines (which are repre-
sentative of power plants for future supersonic cruise aircraft). The effect
of external flow on the M*S jet noise prediction is discussed in the Task 6
Design Guide Report. Inputs required to use the M*S computational procedure
include: element type, element number, suppressor area ratio and radius
ratio, chute-spoke planforml and cant angle plug diameter. The predic-

* tion accuracy is estimated to be ±3.3 Effective Perceived Noise Decibels
(EPNdB) at a 95 percent confidence level. Figure 1-2 illustrates the cor-
relation between measured and predicted EPNL's for all types of suppressors.

The merits of both the M*S and M*G*B computational techniques can be
stated as follows. The empirical (M*S) jet noise prediction method, based on
correlations of scale-model jet data, serves as a useful preliminary design
and prediction tool for selecting the basic nozzle type (chute, spoke, multi-
tube, etc.) and primary geometric parameters (element number, area ratio,
etc.) for a given application. It is also useful in evaluating the acoustic
performance of a given suppressor nozzle, provided the nozzle is one of the
types from which the correlation was derived. Further, the method is useful
for doing parametric studies since the computation procedure is relatively
simple and economical for both computer time and cost. The theoretical
(M*G*B) prediction method, on the other hand, is more suited to detailed de-
sign and analysis of a suppressor nozzle. It can supply detailed information
on the jet plume flow development as well as the far-field acoustic character-
istics. It is also capable of evaluating changes in nozzle planform shape,
element placement and spacing, etc. In addition, the theoretical prediction
model is a useful diagnostic tool, capable of assessing the relative roles the
various mechanisms play in the noise suppression process, and serving as a
source location analysis too..

Volume II - Parametric Testing and Source Measurements - A parametric
experimental series was conducted to provide far-field acoustic data on 47
baseline and suppressor nozzle configurations and to provide aerodynamic
nozzle performance on 18 of the configurations. The data presented in this
volume were taken for use in the current program as well as to provide an ex-
tensive, high-quality data base for future studies. The impact of varying
the area ratio and velocity ratio of dual-flow, baseline nozzle configurations
was investigated, and the importance of shock noise was assessed. The impact
of varying area ratio and element number was parametrically studied for both
single- and dual-flow suppressors; core plug geometry, velocity ratio, and

3



* Flyover calculation using static data corrected to free-field cond tilons.
* The "Reference" level is the predicted value of noise for each nozzle,

at a specified set of thermodynamic conditions, plus an arbitrary
value of 100 dB.

Nozzle Type0

I( O Single-Flow, MultitubeIIk Single-Flow, Mul tichute/Spoke lip 0

0 Dual-Flow, Multitube 300
105 3 Dual-Flow, Multichute/Spoke.•, •105

0i 0

00

,.4,

f 
sat

0±4,

16, Linoar
SReg ression

Curve
Mo s urod-EqualIs-1Prodict ed Line

80 -__ •Linear Regression• Confidenlce80e 
Constants Levels, dB

S0.96-8 +0.29 ±21 ! .

7 5

757 80 8a 90 95 100 105 110 115Predicted EPNL Relative to Reference, P, EPMSd

Figure 1-2. Correlation Between Measured and Predicted Effective Perceived
Noise Level, EPNL, for all Types of Suppressor Nozzles.
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I! weight flow ratio were evaluated for dual-flow suppressors. These studies
establish absolute static suppression levels on the basis of normalized maxi-
mum PNL, for several families of suppressor nozzles, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1-3.

Parametric testing identified the following primary trends for single-
flow and dual-flow suppressors during static operation:

Single Flow

0 Suppression increases with increasing area ratio at high jet
velocity.

* Suppression decreases with increasing area ratio at low jet
velocity.

* Suppression level is affected by element type (spoke systems
suppress slightly better than chutes).

* ." Dual Flow

* Suppression increases with increasing area ratio.

* Suppression increases with increasing element number at
high jet velocity.

* Suppression level is affected by core plug geometry (by 2
to 3 decibels (dB)].

* Suppression increases 3 to 4 dB when a treated ejector is
added to a suppressor configuration.

Selective, free-jet tests conducted on eight configurations indicate
that suppression generally decreases in flight. Typical static versus free-
jet results are shown in Table 1-1.

The aerodynamic performance test data recorded on 18 of the configura-
tions at both static and wind-on conditions are also included in this volume.
Base pressure measurements were taken on several of the models in order to
determine base drag (which is thought to be responsible for the poor aerody-
nawic performance of most mechanical suppressors in flight). These wind tunnel

n tests identified the following primary trends in aerodynamic performance:

• Performance decreases with increasing element number.

* Performance increases with increasing chute depth.

* Performance increases with increasing ratio of inner flow area
•t to outer flow area.

1:S
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Single-Flow Nozzles

14
36-Chute Nozzle with Acoust00al

Acustically

Treated Ejector, AR 2.012 .

0 810 1000, 36-Chute Nozzle,

0 6 
Unsuppressed Plug Nozzle

a4

2 
3 6  Spoke Nozzle, AR = 2.0Ia

SNOTE: 
AR = (Total Annulus Area)/(Nozzle Flow Area)

0

a 14

*.. 10
1 2. 636 -C h u te N o z z l e w i t hA 2 .0~~~~Acoustically Treated d -tt

M Shroud, AR= 2.0 "0--%4

4.a 6 3 6 -C h u t e -- - --- -- - - .-

AR Ch Nozze, UOsuppressod Coplanar/Coamllauar

OT Dua -Flow Nozz ls lave Suppressors on the
Outer Streami Only.

1000 12) 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750
Mass Average Velocity, ft/loc

Figure 1-3. Typical Peak Static Noise Suppression Characteristics.
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Table 1-1. Typical Summary of Nozzle Static and Projected
Flight Peak PNL Suppression Characteristics.

* Suppression Levels are Relative to a Conical
Nozzle at Equivalent Flight Conditions

*Vj 2500 ft/sec

Suppression Level" ,dB

Configuration Static Flight

Plug Nozzle - 0.789 Radius Ratio 1.3 3.0

Plug Nozzle - 0.85 Radius Ratio 2.3 3.7

8-Lobe Nozzle 5.6 5.6

AR = 2.5 36-Chute Nozzle 13.5 10.9

AR a 2.5 36-Chute Nozzle with Auxiliary
Flow 12.5 9.4

104-Tube Nozzle 12.0 12.0
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0 Performance is affected by element type (chutes perform better
than spokes because spokes have higher base drag).

The base pressure correlations provide a procedure for predicting sup-
pressor nozzle aerodynamic performance.

Volume III - Suppressor Concepts Optimization - Several studies were con-
ducted to attempt an optimization of suppressor concepts. The end product of
this overall effort was to design five nozzles for static and free-jet testing
in Task 5. Trade studies of performance versus suppression, aircraft inte-

gration studies, and development of a figure-of-merit method of analysis all
make up the activities in this "optimization" process.

Trade studies of suppression versus aerodynamic performance indicate that
a properly selected and designed mechanical suppressor can attain a delta
suppression to delta thrust coefficient ratio (APNLMCfg) of almost 3.0
(based on static suppression and wind-on aerodynamic performance).

The aircraft integration study consisted of ranking nine baseline and
suppressor nozzles with respect to performance level, suppression level,
weight, impact on aircraft mission range, and noise footprint. In general,
suppression level was found to be the most important design variable, with
perfcrmance and weight ranking second and third, respectively.

The appropriate figure of merit, considering all the design variables,
was found to be aircraft range. However, use of range as the figure of merit
requires that the aircraft mission be specified, and several techniques for
cursorily ranking the suppressors based solely on suppression level, perfor-
man:e, and weight may also be identified. A summary of the range versus noise
characteristics of typical nozzle configurations is presented in Figure 1-4.
Once a noise goal is specified, adding a suppressor provides a significant
range improvement over an unsuppressed system because adding a suppressor is
less costly than reducing noise by enlarging the engine to reduce jet velocity.

The design of the five optimum nozzles was based on data from previous
studies, performed by Government and industry, on the M*G*B and M*S models
discussed above and on the parametric data obtained in the acoustic and aero-
dynamic performance test series reported in Volume 11. The configurations were
designed and fabricated for open-throat, anechoic, free-jet teuting in Task 5.
The configurations chosen for evaluation were: (1) a 32-chute, single-flow
nozzle. (2) a 40-shallow-chute, dual-flow nozzle, (3 and 4) a 36-chute, dual-
flow nozzle, with and without a treated ejector, and (5) a 54-element, co-
planar-mixer, plug nozzle.

Demonstration of acoustic scaling for several suppressor configurations
was conducted to assure the adequacy of using scale-model results to project

'1full-scale suppression levels. Full-scale data were obtained on several sup-
pressor configurations using J79 and J85 engines. The suppressors evaluated
were: (1) a baseline conical nozzle, (2) a 32-chute nozzle with and withouL
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a treated ejector, (3) an 8-lobe nozzle, and (4) a 104-tube nozzle. Scale-
model data were obtained for these same configurations to allow comparison of
scale-model and full-scale results. In general, peak full-scale suppression
levels projected from scale-model data were verified by the full-scale engine
results. Directivity patterns were duplicated within ±2 PNdB (the largest
differences occurring with the conical nozzle configuration). Some spectral
anomalies were observed for select cases; however, they were not of suffici-
ent magnitude to invalidate the scale-model results. The conclusion re-
sulting from this study is that full-scale noise levels can be predicted from
scale-model test results using Strouhal scaling laws.

Volume IV - Laser Velocimeter Time Dependent Cross Correlation Measure-
ments - The in-Jet/in-Jet and in-jet/far-field exhaust noise diagnostic mea-
surements conducted using a Laser Velocimeter (LV) are reported in this volume.
Measurements were performed on a conical nozzle and a coannular plug nozzle.
Two-point, space/time measurements using a two-LV system were completed for
the conical nozzle. Measurements of mean velocity, turbulent velocity, eddy
convection speed, and turbulent length scale were made for a subsonic ambient
jet and for a sonic heated jet. For the coannular plug nozzle, a similar
series of two-point, laser-correlation measurements was performed. In addi-
tion, cross correlations between the laser axial component of turbulence and
a far-field acoustic microphone were performed.

Volumes 1, II, 11, and IV contain the results of a comprehensive effort
to identify and integrate the theoretical studies, parametric test data,
acoustic and performance diagnostic measurements, and system studies. A
logical procedure has evolved for conducting suppressor design trade-offs.

10



2 2• .0 INTRODUCTION

The first 20 years of commercial aircraft operation with jet propulsion
have clearly demonstrated the need for effective high velocity jet noise sup-
pression technology in order to meet community acceptance. Aircraft system
studies show that an efficient jet noise suppression device is required if a
commerical supersonic aircraft is to be economically viable as well as envi-
ronmentally acceptable. The current state of the art of high velocity jet
noise suppression would make a supersonic transport (SST), with advanced
technology engines, meet 1969 noise rules (at best). This state of the art
is represented by the material in References I through 6.

Reference I describes analytical and experimental investigations which
were conducted in the early 1960's. This study established a basis for
development of mathematical and empirical methods for the predictions of jet
flow-field, aerodynamic characteristics and for determining the directional
characteristics of jet noise suppressors. This work was limited in the sense
that the suppressors evaluated had only modest suppression potential, and the
measurement techniques available did not allow the acquisition of high-fre-
quency, spectral data necessary to establish full-scale, PNL suppression

• levels,

The development of commercial SST vehicles by the U.S. and by the British-
French multinational corporation in the 1960's placed extreme emphasis on the
need for effective and efficient noise suppression devices. Phase I of work
conducted by the Boeing and General Electric companies is su=ssrized in Reier-
ences 2 and 3. Primary emphasis was on jet noise suppressor development
through model and engine testing applicable to -n afterburning turbojet en-Sgi ne. Suppressor designs "ere based primarily on empirical mthods. Phase
I1 of this effort, References 4 and 5, contained the suppressor development
with a stronger emphasis placed on the ititegration of analytical studies aMn
experimental test data. Specifically, the Boeing Company concentrated on
optimization of tube-type-suppressor systems and related seciempirical pre-
diction methods. General Electric focused on the developmnt both of chute
and of tube-typo-euppressor systems with primary emphasis placed on optimiza-
tiotn of chute-type-suppressor nozzles.

Similar studies were conducted by the British and Freach in developunt
of the Concorde, and typical results are sumarized in Reference 6.

The design technology represented in References I through 6 is primarily
semiempirical. Ile absence of general design rules based on engineering
principles led to the Government's formulation of the High Velocity Jet Noise
Program, Contract DOT-OS-30034, in 1973. The purpose has been to achieve fun-
damental understanding, on a quamtitative basis, of the taechanisms of jet
noise generation wa suppression andi to develop design methods.

11



This report presents the results of Task 3 of the contract. It provides
the experimental data base which was used in conjunction with the supporting
theories from Task. 2 to develop a better understanding of jet noise and jet
noise suppression.

The report is organized into four volumes (FAA-RD-76-79, III - I, II,

III, and IV) and is presented in a format consistent with the Task 3 work plan
division of subtasks. Volume I is entitled "Verification of Suppression
Principles and Development of S'uppcession Prediction Methods." Volume II is
a data report entitled "Parametric Testing and Source Measurements," and Vol-
ume III is an analysis report entitled "Suppressor Concepts Optimization."
Volume IV is an analysis report entitled "Laser Velocimeter Time Dependent
Cross Correlation Measurement."

Volume I uses the data base (Volume II) and the Task 2 theoretical model
(Reference 7) to postulate the suppression mechanisms. Volume I also presents
an independent, empirical, static jet-noise-prediction method which was de-
veloped from engineering correlations of the test data. Volume II presents
the data and results of the parametric acoustic tests, the aerodynamic per-
formance tests, aod the Laser Velocimeter tests. Volume III presents the
results of a trade study of performance versus suppression, an aircraft in-
tegration atudy, a "figure-of-merit" methodology, and A summary of the five
"optimum" nozzles selected for testing in Task 5. An acoustic-scaling in-
vestigation was condocted to support the suppressor concepts optimization
activities and is presented as an Appendix to Volume 111. Volume IV presents
the results of the in-jetlin-jet atW in-jet/far-field cross correlation in-
VeSLigsations.

Tbhte work reported iti the preseat volu represents the results of
trade •tudy of perfor nce vtasu suppresioo (Sectioti 3.0), do aircraft
integration study (Sectioti 4.0). a "figureo-merit" othodology (Section

5.0), and a vukary of the five "optimsm" nozzloo *elected for telting il
Task 5 (Section 6-0).

12



3.0 TRADE STUDIES OF PERFORMANCE VERSUS SUPPRESSION

The aerodynamic performance aad acoustic test programs described in Vol-
ume II provide data to establish the aerody. .ic p~rformsnce and suppression
levels of several mechanical suppressor confgurations. These results, aug-
mented by previously reported work by industry, provided the basis for estab-
lishing performance loss versus amount of suppression. This was accomplished
for plug nozzles, coannular plug nozzles, multielement suppressors (tubes,
chutes, and spokes), and high-radius-ratio annular nozzles with and without
multielement suppressors. This information in conjunction with weight esti-
mates was used as a basis for the aircraft integration studies.

A summary of the configurations evaluated is presented in Appendix B.
Appendix B is comprised of published information taken from References 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 11 and test data obtained during the current program.
Several parameters are defined to illustrate the relationship between static
suppression and performance, and flight suppression and performance. The
static and flight peak PNL suppression levels, and the static and flight
thrust coefficients are tabulated in terms of deltas relative to a conical
nozzle. The flight performance delta was determined in terms of gross thrust
coefficient loss relative to a coi.' al nozzle using wind tunnel measurements
at a Mach number of 0.36. The~e APNL/ACfg ratios (termed suppressor effec-tiveness ratio) are also define: in Appendix B:

a. The ratio of Sta'ic suppression level to Static performance level,
designated

k 2Stati..
* b. The raLio of Static suppression level to Flight performance level,
* designated

APNLStatic

-C4".Flight

c. The ratio of Flight suppression level to Flight ixrformance level,
designated

/ APNL)
S/ Flight

These ratios are choseu to illustrate the historical evolution of sup-
pressor evaluation in terms of exactly what type of data are necessary to
establish the relationohip between performance and suppression for a specific

13
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design. The maximum suppression level which may be obtained for each of the
suppression families is important and will be discussed below.

iýigurc 3-1 presents static suppression level plotted versus static thrust
coefficient loss in terms of percent. The data presented show typical config-
urations from the following familiea: plug nozzles, slot nozzles, coannular
plug nozzles, single- and dual-flow chute nozzles, spoke nozzles, tube noz-
zles, and eje.tor nozzles.

The static suppression levels prefented are those measured at a jet
velocity of approximately 2400 ft/sec for single-flow nozzle configurations
Pnd a mass averaged velocity of 2200 ft/sec for dual-flow configurations.
The ejector configurations, based on this type of comparison, yield the high-est static suppression level for a minimum performance loss. In fact, sev-
eral of the ejector configurations exhibit a performance increase (i.e.,
thrust augmentation) due to flow entrainment. Static peak PNL suppression
levels upwards of 20 FNdB have been demonstrated with ejector configurations.
Tube-type suppresi.ors without ejectors were found to place second, with
APNL's in excess of 14 dB for select configurations. However, the average
(APNL/ACfg)static zatio for this family of suppressors would range from 3 to 4.
The coanntlar no~zles have a similar suppressor effectiveness ratio. However,the maximum suppression level which may be achieved with this type of configu-ration is 6 PNdB. The chute nozzle family is ranked fourth with absolute sup-
pression levels reaching a maximum of 14 PNdB. The (APNL/ACfg)static ratio
was found to range from 1. to 5 depending on the configuration being evaluated.The spoke no-.zles were found to yield the poorest ratio of suppression to per-
formance, 1 to 2, with a maximum suppression level of 14 dB being measured.
In summary, based on static suppression and performance measurements, the
ranking of the suppressor families would be ejector nozzles, tube nozzles,
coannular plug nozzles, chute nozzles, and spoke nozzles.

Lject'r configurations would seem, based on the data presented thus far,
to be the most effective type of suppression device if static performance and
suppression are considered ihe ippropriate yardstick for ranking suppressors.
However, the suppressor must function in a flight environment and, therefore,
the flight suppression level and flight performance level must be established.

In-flight information required to establish this relationship is not aaabundant as static data. An intermediate step is therefore taken because of
limited data availability. '"e suppressor families are compared where dataare. available for static suppression levels and flight performance levels.
Tihis comparison is valid only if the static supp"ession level and flight sup-
pression level are assumed to be equivalent.

The' static supp~ession levels as & function of flight thrust coefficient
are suamarized eo Figure 3-2. Iliere is a significant reduction in the data
base compared to static/static information. The large dat4 base available
foe tube nozzle configurations on a static baso is not available, for ex-
ample, due primarily to the elimination of tube systems, because they are
not considered practictkl to adapt to a real exhaust nozzle system, or due to
the lack of wtid tunnel test data to establish the flight thrust coefficient.
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The results presented in Figure 3-2 again show ejectors to be the most ef-
fective suppressor nozzle. However, the suppressor effectiveness ratio
has changed significantly from Figure 3-1. In flight, ejectors do not ex-
hibit an increase in performance relative to a conical nozzle. The maximum
(APNL)static/(ACfg)flight ratio achieved was approximately 3. The coannular
plug nozzles do not have a significant performance loss in flight relative to
a conical nozzle and have a suppressor effectiveness ratio of approximately 2
to 3 with a maximum suppression level of 6 PNdB. The chute nozzles have a

(APNL)static/(ACfg)flight ratio between 1 and 2 with a maximum suppression level

of 13.5 PNdB, The dual-flow nozzles tested did not realize a significant ad-
vantage over the single-flow configurations. The spoke nozzles were found in
general to yield peak suppression levels equivalent to chute nozzles. How-
ever, an additional 2 to 9 percent in performance loss was incurred due to
increases in base drag as discussed in Section 4.0 of Volume II.

Comparisons of projected flight suppression levels and flight perfor-
mance are summarized in Figure 3-3. The data base to establish this rela-
tionship is limited to 12 configurations. The projections were made based
on free-jet data from Section 3.4.3 of Volume II, NASA-Ames 40 by 80 Wind
Tunnel Test Series from Reference 12, Aerotrain Test Series from Reference
10, and the F106 Flyover Test Series from Reference 11. The results are sum-i, marized in Figure 3-3. The plug nozzle is the most effective suppressor in
terms of (APNL/ACfg)flight ratio. However, the absolute suppression level
achieved with this type of configuration is a very modest 2.5 PNdB. The 57-
tube nozzle with a treated ejector has a suppression level of approximately
11 to 12 PNdB. The flight suppression level of this configuration was estab-
lished based on degrading the static suppression level by the loss in sup-
pression measured during the scale-model test series described in Reference
12. The 32-chute nozzle suppression level was based on degrading the static
suppression by an amount equivalent to that measured on a similar configura-
tion evaluated in the free jet, described in Volume II, Section 3.4.3. A
similar procedure was used for the 36-chute, AR = 2.0 and 36-chute, AR - 2.5
configurations. The 104-tube nozzle was evaluated on the Aerotrain and the
F106 aircraft. The Aerotrain point was established using the scale-model per-
formance measurements described in Section 4.0 of Volume It in conjunction
with the suppression levels established using the data presented in Reference
10. The F106 measurement indicates the suppression levels agree within 0.5
PNdB. However, an additional 2.8 percent performance loss was measured on the
F106. The 104-tube nozzle was also evaluated on the F106 with an acoustically
treated shroud. A 2 dB increase in suppression was found with no change in
performance. The remaining configurations evaluated on the F106 (12-chute noz-
zle, 48-tube nozzle, and 32-spoke nozzle), had a suppressor effectiveness
ratio ranging from 0.5 to 1.

In summary, evaluation of suppressors using static performance and
static acoustic data shows trends which are significantly diAfferent than
observed in a flight environment. Ejector nozzle configurations are typical
examples of this observation. The maximum suppression achieved in flight,
14.5 PNdB, was with the 104-tube nozzle with an acoustically treated shroud.

17
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However, there was a significant performance penalty of approximately 15 per-
cent. Several chute configurations are projected to yield 8 to 9 dB suppres-
sion in flight with measured performance losses ranging from 6 to 9 percent.
The 57-tube nozzle with treated ejector also is projected to yield 11 t, 12
dB suppression with a performance loss of 6.2 percent. The plug nozzle con-
figuration exhibited the highest suppressor effectiveness ratio, 5.0. Al-
though the suppression levels achieved with these suppressor configLrationc
are modest, they do represent a significant improvement kver using throttle
cutback to provide for lower noise levels. This throttle cutback line is
also presented in Figure 3-3.

These results were used to perform the aircraft integration studies
which are presented in Section 4.0. The aircraft integration study not only
takes into account suppression level and performance loss, but also the
weight and complexity of select exhaust nozzle systems.

19



4.0 AIRCRAFT INTEGRATION STUDY

Engine jet noise suppressor concepts cannot be fully evaluated without
establishing their impact on the aircraft as a complete system. This section

provides information needed to determine, at a preliminary design level, how

different combinations of engine and suppressor systems impact aircraft
performance in terms of noise levels, noise footprints, and mission range.
This is accomplished by suppressor aeromechanical integration considerations
and by utilizing aircraft jet noise prediction techniques. The results allow
the comparison and ranking of suppressor configurations.

The use of a jet noise suppressor in the exhaust system of an aircraft
engine has both benefits and penalties, The primary benefit is that it
allows an engine with a higher specific thrust than an unsuppressed engine
to be used to meet a specific noise requirement. Without noise restraints,
a suppressor is not an effective device, because when a suppressor is used
aperformance is sacrificed and weight is added. The performance degradation
as measured by thrust ocefficient is due primarily to the increase in sup-
pressor nozzle base drag (Section 4.0, Volume II). The weight increase is
the result of increased exhaust nozzle complexity and the need for actuators
to retract and stow the suppressor during non-noise-abatement operation.
The relative importance of suppression level, performance degradation, and
suppressor weight are established in this section based on the results of
aircraft integration studies.

Jet noise can be lowered on an unsuppressed engine by increasing engine
airflow (and therefore size) at conitant thrust, thereby lowering jet

F, velocity. The increase in engine size causes a significant reduction in

aircraft range, however, when takeoff gross weight, payload and balanced
field length are held constant, because the larger engine weighs more and
increases the drag (less fuel on board and higher fuel consumption). Mission
analyses of suppressed and unsuppressed propulsion systems are necessary in
order to trade these penalties on an unsuppressed system with those due to
adding a mechanical suppressor.

The mission analyses conducted for this program are based on several
ground rules and assumptions. The engine is sized to provide the required
installed takeoff thrust. The installed takeoff thrust is determined (for a
given airplane design, airport runway length, and takeoff gross weight) as
a function of engine nozzle thrust coefficient. Thrust coefficients differ
for each nozzle system examined. The missions were analyzed for two balance
field lengths: 10,500 ft and 12,500 ft.

In the absence of a noise requirement, the engine airflow for a baseline
engine is selected generally to provide high specific thrust (ratio of thrust
to airflow). High specific thrust means high jet exhaust velocity (and high
jet noise). When the baseline engine is increased in airflow at constant
thrust, a mission characteristic can be established showing the impact on
range as shown in the following sketch:
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* Mission Range Variation as Increasing
Engine Weight and Drag Affect Fuel
Capacity and Fuel Usage

Fixed Mission
iFixed Aircraft

Fixed Takeoff Thrust
Fixed Payload

Increasing Engine Takeoff Airflow

Sketch 1

This mission characteristic is common for several types of engines.
This study addresses the impact of suppressors on variable cycle and turbojet
engines.

The effect of increased engine size on installed cruise sfc is different
for a fixed cycle turbojet and a variable cycle double bypass engine, and
this change is also included in the development of the above range character-
istic curves for each type of engine system.

The penalties associated with increasing engine airflow (at constant
thrust) on mission range is compensated by a noise benefit due to decreasing
jet velocity as illustrated in the following sketch:

21



* Jet Noise Variation due to Lowering
Jet Velocity

0 Fixed Aircraft

Fixed Takeoff Thrust
Fixed TOGW
Fixed Runway Length

Wa

Sketch 2

The mission studies conducted herein begin with specifying a takeoff
noise requirement. An appropriate curve such as is illustrated above then
identifies the minimum airflow for the given engine cycle which meets the
noise requirement with an unsuppressed nozzle. This airflow size is then
entered in the previous mission characteristic curve to provide the cor-
responding range capability for the unsuppressed system.

When a suppressor system is added to a given engine cycle, the solution
of proper engine size to meet a specified noise goal is more complex.
Sketch 2 is modified as illustrated in Sketch 3. Curve A in Sketch 3 repre-
sents the unsuppressed curve in Sketch 2.
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A

IC
0

S"tt

WA

Sketch 3

The shift from curve A to curve B on Sketch 3 is due to the loss of
thrust when a suppressor is installed. The horizontal shift in airflow is
proportional to the nozzle thrust coefficient ratio, Cfg unsuppressed/Cfg
suppressed, because the engine must be upsized to yield the same installUd
thrust at takeoff. The vertical shift in noise level represents the basic
noise increase due to enlarging the engine. It is proportional to 10 log
(WA suppressed/WA unsuppressed). The shift from curve B to curve C on
Sketch 3 represents the noise benefit of the suppressor including corrections
for flight effects on the suppressed noise level.

In progressing from curve A to curve C, engine size and system weight
have been increased. These changes decrease fuel capacity (payload and take-
off gross weight are constant) and increase drag due to engine diameter
beyond the levels accounted for in the mission characteristic curve of Sketch
I. Additional range adjustments are therefore required when evaluating
suppressed systems. These adjustments are made in the mission analysis
studies in the form of range derivatives for the extra weight and additional
drag.

Mission analysis studies of various systems were conducted using the
preceding method. The performance, economic, and acoustic tradeoffs of
various suppressed and unsuppressed systems were established. Section 4.1
discusses the aircraft and missions which were used, and Sections 4.2 and 4.3
discuss the engine cycles and suppressor 4:onfigurations, respectively.
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Mechanical design studies of each combination are reviewed in Section 4.4

to show the relative feasibility of the system. Section 4.5 presents noise
predictions for the systems and Section 4.6 presents a mission analysis
comparing range performance and noise. Generally speaking, although the addi-
tion of a mechanical suppressor increases weight and reduces performance
for a specified noise goal, the suppressor allows the use of a smaller engine
which results in a range advantage.

4.1 AIRCRAFT AND MISSION

The baseline aircraft used in this study was created for NASA by LTV-
Hampton and is described in Reference 13. A sketch of the aircraft configura-
tion is presented in Figure 4-1. The aircraft is the NASA arrow-wing advanced
supersonic technology design with four separate, under-wing nacelles with
axisymmetric inlets. The aircraft is designed to operate from balance field
lengths of 10,500 and 12,500 ft in length and to be capable of ranges up to
4000 miles.

Dimensions and weight information are summarized in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.Ii Aerodynamic data were obtained from Reference 13.

Two mission profiles were selected to be studied. The first is an all-
supersonic mission (M - 2.4) with a goal of 4000 miles range (Figure 4-2).
The second mission is similar to the first, except that there is a 600-mile
subsonic cruise leg preceding the supersonic leg. Mission studies performed.1 herein vary the engine size and suppressor system to match a noise goal,
allowing range to be the dependent variable while holding aircraft takeoff
gross weight, payload, takeoff installed thrust, and balance field length
constant.

Takeoff, climbout, and landing profiles for the noise evaluation are
based on the aircraft flight trajectories accomplished by General Electric
as part of the previous Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) studies,
Reference 14.

4.2 CYCLE SELECTION

The aircraft engine integration was accomplished based on previous
SCAR studies including the NASA Advanced Supersonic Propulsion Study,
Contract NAS3-19544, Reference 14.

The turbojet cycle used herein was defined by General Electric and
studied by one of the NASA AST Study airframe contractors. It was selected
because it represents a realistic advanced supersonic transport propulsion
system as perceived by engine designers.

SThe engine incorporates the use of advanced materials and improved
component efficiencies. The engine cycle characteristics of the dual-rotor

* ! turbojet engine are summarized as follows:
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Table 4-2. Reference Configuration Weight Summary.

We ight

Item (lbs.)

Wing 83,347
Horizontal Tail 5,271
Vertical Tail 4,735
Canard 0
Fuselage 54,314
Landing Gear 28,965
Nacelle 19,015

Structure Total (195,646)
Engines 59,832
Thrust Reversers 10,601
Miscellaneous Systems 1,780
Fuel System-Tanks and Plumbing 5,781

-Insulation 0
Propulsion Total (77,994)

Surface Controls 9,981
Auxiliary Power 0
Instruments 3,400
Hydraulics 5,600
Electrical 5,050
Avionics 2,690
Furnishings and Equipment 25,111
Air Conditioning 8,200
Ant i- icing 210

Systems and Equipment Total (60,242)
Mfg and Certif Tolerance 0

Weight Zpty 333,882
Crew and Baggage-Flight, 675

-Cabin, 1,640
Unusable Fuel 2,335
Engine Oil 795
Passenger Service 8,852
Cargo Containers 2,960
Adjustment for Computer Deviation 0

Operating Weight 351,139
J Passengers (292) 48,180

Passenger Baggage 12,848
Cargo 0

"Zero Fuel Weight 412,167
Mission Fuel 349,833

Design Gro;s Weight 762,000
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n Engine Airflow 770 lbs/sec

. Fan Pressure Ratio 3.7

* Engine Overall Pressure Ratio 16.2

0 Bypass Ratio 0.07

• High Pressure Turbine Rotor 2500* F
Inlet Temperature, Maximum

* High Pressure Turbine Rotor 2400 F
Inlet Temperature, Cruise

* Compressor Discharge Temperature, 1120 F
Maximum

* Installed Engine Performance
Includes Inlet and Afterbody Drags

A double bypass variable cycle engine (VCE) was defined for a super-
sonic cruise design Mach number of 2.4 with a fan which is high-flowed at
takeoff. This engine concept provides the required takeoff thrust at
lower jet velocity, plus cruise characteristics that better match the air-
plane performance requirements. Approximately 10 percent in engine weight
is saved compared to a conventional cycle engine sized for the same takeoff
noise level. The high flowing of the fan for takeoff is accomplished with a
VCE by designing the fan for the high flow takeoff requirement and then by
supplying the extra air through an auxiliary inlet feature which makes up
part of the variable engine geometry,

The double bypass VCE can hold subsonic cruise airflow constant down to
approximately 50 percent maximum dry thrust (which is the aircraft subsonic
cruise requirement). Thus, the inlet spillage drag is zero, and the thrust
loss due to afterbody drag is reduced by about one third. These reductions
in installation drag improve the mission range capability substantially for
the mission with the initial 600 nautical mile subsonic cruise leg; the
all-supersonic mission range improves due to the good subsonic performance
which reduces the fuel reserves that must be carried. The double bypass
variable cycle engine defined for this study is described below.

* Engine Airflow 840 lbs/sec

P Fan Pressure Ratio 3.7

* Engine Overall Pressure Ratio 16.1

• Bypass Ratio 0.25

0 High Pressure Turbine Rotor 2800" F
Inlet Temperature, Maximum
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* High Pressure Turbine Rotor 27000 F
Inlet Temperature, Cruise

0 Compressor Discharge Temperature, 1150" F
Max imum

Installed Engine Performance
Includes Inlet and Afterbody Drags

The advanced turbojet and the double bypass variable cycle engine
were operated to the inlet characteristics shown in Figure 4-3. These inlet
characteristics were used to generate the installed performance of each
engine.

Baseline engine performance was generated for mission and noise calcu-
lations. The data for noise calculations and thrust coefficients for the
respective selected suppressors as discussed in Section 4.3 "Suppressor
Selection" were measured. At rotation, the three thrust levels were selec-
ted to provide a takeoff thrust and noise range compatible with subsequent
engine scaling to meet thrust requirements (61,400 lbs for 10,500 ft balanced
field length and 53,500 lbs for a 12,500 ft field length). Each of the
rotation data points dictated the suppressor design exhaust area, A8,
for three advanced turbojet engine suppressors. With the respective sup-
pressor designs, the engine was operated at the community point, 0.35M
+ 18° F and 1250 ft (12,500 ft BFL) and 1850 ft (18,500 ft BFL), respectively,
at three thrust levels; the thrust levels were selected to accommodate
scaling the engine size and to have performance data at the required thrust
level of 34,000 lbs. The engine was operated at approach, 0.22M/370 ft/+
18° F, with the exhaust suppressors retracted at three thrust levels selected
to accommodate scaling the engine size and to have performance data at the
required thrust level of 15,000 lbs.

Engine performance data were generated for mission analysis at super-
sonic cruise, subsonic cruise, hold, and climb/acceleration flight condi-
tions.

A similar matrix of engine performance data was generated with the
double bypass variable cycle engine with dual-flow suppressors.

The engine sizes were scaled to obtain the rotation required thrusts of
61,400 lbs and 53,500 lbs.

4.3 SUPPRESSOR SELECTION

The suppressors selected for evaluation in the aircraft integration
study were chosen to illustrate the sensitivity of aircraft operating
economics to various exhaust nozzle systems ahd were based on the acoustic
and aerodynamic test data availability from previous studies. Four exhaust
nozzle systems, including a baseline conical, were evaluated on the turbojet
engine. The details of the suppressor configurations are summarized in
Table 4-3. These were AR - 2.0 36-chute nozzle, AR - 2.5 36-chute nozzle,
AR * 2.1 32-chute nozzle, and AR 2.9 57-tube with a treated ejector nozzle.
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Table 4-3. Definition of Suppressors Used for the Aircraft Integration Study.

Engine
Configuration Applicability Schematic Photograph

AR 2.0 •Turbojet
. 36 Chute

AR 2.1
32 Chute Turbojet

AR 2.5 Turbojet
36 Chute

AR =2.9.--
57 Tube Nozzle

+ AR =3.0 Turbojet. .

Acoustically
Treated Ejector .,

AR = 1,75 Variable
40 Shallow Chute Cycle Er.ine
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I
Table 4-3. Definition of Suppressors Used for the Aircraft Integration Study

(Concluded).

Engine
Configuration Applicability Schematic Photograph

AR 2.0 Variable
36 Chute Cycle Engine

AR = 2.5 Variable

36 Chute Cycle Engine
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The configurations selected all had high static peak PNL suppression
levels in excess of 8 PNdB. Suppressor systems such as plug nozzles and
low element number lobe nozzles were not considered because the suppression
levels were not sufficient to have favorable range characteristics and
still attain the required noise goals. Spoke nozzle configurations were also
not considered because of their poor aerodynamic performance and limited in-
crease in suppression relative to chute- and tube-type configurations (as
discussed in Section 3.0).

The two 36-chute configurations (area ratios of 2.0 and 2.5) were chosen
to illustrate the impact of suppressor area ratio, an important acoustic
design parameter, on the aircraft mission. The two configurations also rep-
resent high radius ratio exhaust nozzle suppression systems which would
adapt to the designs envisioned for advanced turbojet engines. The AR = 2.1
32-chute and AR = 2.9 57-tube with treated ejector nozzles were selected be-

- cause of the high suppression and performance demonstrated relative to other
types of single-flow suppressor nozzles (as discussed in Section 3.0). These
configurations were the configurations defined as a result of studies de-
scribed in References 4 and 5. The static scale-model suppression levels
have also been verified by full-scale engine acoustic test programs.

Four configurations were chosen for evaluation on the variable cycle
engine and are also summarized in Table 4-3. They are a baseline configure-

tion which was a fully mixed conical nozzle, an AR = 1.75 40-shallow chute
nozzle, an AR = 2.0 36-chute nozzle, and an AR = 2.5 36-chute nozzle. The
suppressors chosen for the variable cycle engine differ from the turbojet
suppressors. The VCE suppressors extend only across the outer stream of the
dual-flow nozzle. The turbojet suppressors extend over the entire exhaust
plane. These configurations were selected from the Task 3 program because
of the availability of wind-on performance data. The selection of the area
ratios of 2.0 and 2.5 was again to establish the impact of area ratio
variation on aircraft mission, utilizing engines which have dual-flow ex-
haust systems. The AR = 1.75 40-shallow chute was chosen as a compromise
between deep chute nozzles and spoke nozzles. Although spoke nozzles have
significantly poorer performance than chute nozzles, they are much more
adaptable to stowage, requiring a less complex and usually lighter and more
reliable system. The shallow chute, basically, maintains the advantages of
stowage but allows a significant performance improvement over spoke nozzle
configurations.

The results of the mechanical design studies to evaluate the impact of
each of these configurations on the aircraft system are discussed in Section
4.4.

4.4 MECHANICAL DESIGN STUDIES

The exhaust system configuration weight and size are affected consider-
ably by the jet noise suppression arrangement used. Therefore, exhaust sys-
tems for each selected suppressor configuration and for the baseline coan-

t nular and the baseline unsuppressed turbojet nozzles were studied from a
ifli mechanical designer's perspective to determine weight and maximum diameter

variations.
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A schematic of each exhaust system was made incorporating the scaled-
up suppressor model based on the cycle data matched to each suppressor con-
figuration. These schematics are typical of the type used to initiate lay-
out drawings and to estimate weights during preliminary design. The
outline drawings showed the maximum exhaust system radius (used to evaluate
drag changes). The outline drawings were also the basis of estimating ex-
haust system weights using standard scaling techniques (which have been
derived from past production and from similar current preliminary design ex-
haust systems). Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show typical suppressed single- and
dual-exhaust stream nozzle flowpaths.

The suppressed exhaust systems are modifications to single-flow and coan-
nular-flow plug nozzles and include the following major features:

1. A plug nozzle to provide a high radius ratio exhaust discharge
and storage space for suppressor devices during unsuppressed
(stowed) operation. Plug nozzle performance is excellent over
a wide range of exhaust pressure ratios.

2. A translating external cylindrical shroud positioned axially to
obtain the optimum internal expansion area ratio for good
performance throughout the wide range of pressure ratio in the
mission.

3. Integration of thrust reverser cascades into the translating
shroud to minimize actuation requirements.

4. A low temperature augmentor for thrust augmentation during
climb.

The maximum diameter sizing requirement of the exhaust system has the
largest effect on weight and exhaust nozzle drag. This maximum diameter is
determined as the result of one of the following sizing checks:

1. A stackup is made through the turbine allowing for structure
outside of the turbine tip, height of the bypass airflow duct,
space for the translating shroud support structure, thickness
of the translating shroud, and thickness of the outer cowl.

2. A stackup is made through the exhaust duct that provides for a
plug support beam and sizes the duct for the augmented referen-
ced Mach number.

3. The translating shroud exit is sized to closely maintain the
full expansion area at supersonic cruise.

4. The requirements for jet noise suppressor implementation. The
primary suppressor sizing parameters are exit radius ratio

(Ri/Ro) and exit base area ratio (Abase/Athroat 0 AR).
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The stackups through the turbine frame and the exhaust duct generally
do not determine the nozzle maximum diameter for AST engine cycles. Unsup-
pressed exhaust system maximum diameter is dictated by the full expansion
area required at supersonic cruise. Suppressor area ratio and radius ratio
requirements tend to make the nozzle larger than that required for full
expansion. Therefore, ,a trade between suppressor requirements and increased
exhaust system weight and drag must be made. The relationships between
the nozzle exit radius (R9 ), throat area (A8), area ratio (AR), exit
angle (a), and radius ratio (Ri/Ro) are shown in Figure 4-6. The discharge
angle has a small effect on the nozzle radius. The graph on Figure 4-6 shows
the increase in R9 for any area ratio and radius ratios. An AR = 1 has
no mechanical suppression device. Also shown on Figure 4-6 are the specific
nozzles studied in this program and the full expansion size for the cycles
used. A recommended maximum design limit of R9g4-/A8*cos a - 2.1
is shown because values above 2.1 would result in excessively large and
heavy exhaust systems. Figure 4-7 shows the weight trend with increasing

*1 radius ratio for an annular nozzle (AR- 1). Weight trends for mechanically
suppressed nozzles (AR > 1) are the same, but the base weight at any Ri/R:,
would be higher because the nozzle diameter is larger when a mechanical
suppression system is added,

"The results of this study are summarized on Table 4-4. The dual-exhaust
and single-exhaust stream nozzle diameters and weights relative to the unsup-
pressed dual- and single-stream plug nozzles for the selected suppressor models
are presented. The nozzle diameter changes and weight changes correlate with
the model positions shown in the graph of Figure 4-6. These exhaust system
diameter and weight results were used in the studies to determine the impact
on the performance, r.oise, and weight trade-offs. Exhaust system weight was
scaled to the correc, Ott: necessary to meet the takeoff thrust requirements
by using the following relationships:

1.2

lt (Takeoff Airflow \ x (Bselitle xhaustExhaust system wailh -M wa t e c i Et •\ S s em W ight
(Reference Airflow/ systemeih

where reference airflow was 770 lbm/sec for the turbojet eugine ad 840
Ibm/sec for the variable cycle engine.

el 4.5 NOISE PREDICTION METHIODS
Jet noise estimates were required at the maximtu skdeline and comnIity

monitoring locations in order to size the propulsion suppressor systems to
meet specified noise goals. These estimates were accomplished using the
prediction procedure which was utilized in the NASA AST Stedies conducted
under Contract NAS3-19544. The procedure consists ot thc folloving steps:

1 1. The fully expanded isentropic velocity, wight flow, and total
ii. temperature are determined for each strewm.
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J ~ Table 4-4. Summary of Suppressor Weight Estimates.

a. Turbojet

AR=2.9
57-tube

AR=2.1 AR=2.0 AR=2.5 & Treated
Configuration 32-chute 3o-chute 36-chute Ejector

Engine Airflow 770 770 770 770

Suppressor Area Ratio 2.1 2.0 2.5 2.8

Number of Elements 32 36 36 57

Element Type Deep Deep Deep Tube
Chute Chute Chute

Suppressor Radius Ratio 0.619 0.716 0.652 N/A

A Diameter, in. 0.4 10.0 11.0 15.2

A Weight, lbs 1150 1800 2150 4050

b. Variable Cycle Engine

AR=1.75
AR-2.0 Shallow AR"2.5

Configuration 36-chute Chute 36-chute

Engine Airflow 840 840 840

Suppressor Area Ratio 2.0 1.75 2.5

Number of Elements 36 40 36

Element Type Deep Shallow Deep
Chute Chute Chute

Suppressor Radius Ratio 0.716 0.716 0.652

a Diameter, in. 9.4 1.5 10.3

6 Weight, lbs 1300 550 1900

4..,... .
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2. The ideal gross thrust, Fg, is computed for each stream using

viwi + VOWO

Fg V w/g, single flow; Fg = g , dual flow

3. The mass average velocity, Vma, and total temperature, Tma, are
calculated using

vowO + viwi Ti We+ T wi

Vma = + w Tma wo + wi

4. A modified density parameter 10 log (pma/po)3-I is calculated
based on the mass averaged parameters. The exponent w is de-
fined in Figure 4-8 per Reference 15.

5. The normalized Peak PNL, PNLN, at 2128 ft sideline is defined
on Figure 4-9 for the conical reference nozzle. This curve was
established based on data from References 8 and 9.

6. The normalized Peak PNL level, PNLN, is extrapolated to the
desired distance using

PNLN at 2128 ft S.L. - 25 log ( R )

2127

utere R is the desired distance in feet.

7. The static peak kNL noise (PNLs) level at the appropriate condi-
tions is then calculated using

PNL8  PNLN * 10 log (F.) + 10 log

8. The maximum angle flight effectb are then determined

F.. 10 log ~~ac l- cos 140.)

The peak noise in flight, PNLF, is then defined as

. itLF" PNLS + F.E.
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Peak noise level of each baseline nozzle was established using this
procedure. To predict the EPNL, however, the directivity or duration of
noise must be considered. this is accomplished by applying a duration cor-
rection factor, designed P-*E, to the peak PNL. This correction factor is
defined for the conical nozzle as follows:

* Conical Nozzle
* 2400 ft Sideline
SV 400 ft/sec'i i a/c

S0

1500 2000 2500

V ft/sec

This curve was established by studies which calculated the duration correc-
tion using measured noise directivity patterns corrected for flight effects.
The duration corrections for other distances and aircraft velocity may be
established by utilizing the following corrections:

Distance Correction: 10 log 240
2400

Aircraft Velocity Correction: -10 log a/c
400

Application of this duration correction to PNLf allows the calculation of
EPt4L per the following:

EPI4L u PNLf + P-E
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The EPNL is corrected for the number of engines, N, by adding 10 lOg 1 0 N.
This correction factor for all cases is 6.0 dB. This EPNL is then corrected
for shielding and ground reflections. The shielding corrections were 2.0 dB
at rotation and 0 dB at the community monitoring point. The ground reflec-
tion corrections were 1 dB at both monitoring points.

A modified procedure is employed for suppressor nozzle noise predictions.
The noise reduction caused by each suppressor is established by scaling the

scale-model data for each suppressor to be representative of a full-size
engine. The normalized PNL levels are plotted as a function of jet velocity.
Peak PNL suppression levels are then obtained by subtracting the normalized
PNL level of the suppressor from the normalized PNL level of the fully mixed
conical nozzle at the specified velocity conditions. The suppression levels
for each of the seven configurations evaluated are summarized on Figures 4-10
and 4-11. The peak noise angle flight effects corrections are determined
using the velocity index method presented in Reference 16. An additional
correction is applied to the single-flow configurations because the peak
noise of the suppressors does not occur at 140'. The correction was
established noting that the suppressors normally peak at 1200. The flight
effects were, therefore, applied to the peak PNL noise level assuming that
the peak noise level occurred at 120'. The duration correction presented in
Figure 4-12 was found to be generally applicable for suppressor nozzles.

This procedure allows the variation of Effective Perceived Noise Level,
EPNL, at the sideline and community monitoring locations to be determined
as a function of engine airflow size. This generalized procedure is illus-
trated on Figure 4-13 and also in Sketch 3 of Section 4.0. A specific ex-
ample of how EPNL varies with engine airflow at the takeoff and community
monitoring locations is presented on Figure 4-14 for the AR - 1.75 40-shallow
chute nozzle.

The curves were established for each of the seven suppressor configura-
tions and were used to determine the noise levels for any airflow size in the
range investigated.

4.6 PROCEDURE FOR ECONOMIC EVALUATION

The measure of merit chosen as the basis of economic trade studies was
aircraft range. Economic analysis estimates were conducted using methods
similar to those used in AST studies for NASA. As stated previously, the
general ground rules for this analysis are to hold aircraft takeoff gross

* lweight, payload, and engine cycle constant (although an advanced turbojet
and a variable cycle engine were each used). The engine size is then varied
for each suppressor type studied in order to satisfy a noise goal. Each of
two missions is analyzed and a range capability is calculated for each
mission/suppressor/cycle evaluated.

The two missions used in the range performance evaluation include the
supersonic mission (defined previously; see Figure 4-2) and the mission
with a 600-mile subsonic cruise leg.
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* 762,000 lb TOGW Aircraft

e Balance Field Length Constant

* Takeoff Thrust Constant

j Baseline System Accounting
for Suppressor and Performance

., Losses

N

"•o ~Baseline
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> -B

C W,• i EPNL

>% >
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° "A
U -4 Suppressed Exhaust

4 4  
System Noise

4A 4% Suppressor
Static APNL
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Night i.f fects
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Figure 4-13. Determination of Sideline Effective Perceived Noise

Levels for a Typical Suppressor.
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The engines are a turbojet and double bypass variable cycle engine.

Engine size is varied, as mentioned, to satisfy predetermined noise level
goals, and engine weight varied as a function of engine airflow size, andi nozzle/suppressor type.

In order to hold takeoff gross weight and payload constant, fuel capacity
is decreased as engine system weight increases. Trip block time and mission
range are calculated using methods of previous NASA-sponsored SCAR studies
and using appropriate sensitivities. Differences in internal nozzle perfor-

mance and external drag characteristics were accounted for.

4.7 IMPACT OF SUPPRESSOR PERFO"MANCE, NOISE REDUCTION, AND WEIGHT

The range versus noise characteristics for the baseline variable cycle
and turbojet engine cycles are stuamarized on Figure 4-15. These curves are
used to determine the benefit in range resulting from employing a mechanical
suppressor and the corresponding smaller engine.

As an example, two dual-flow and two single-flow suppressor nozzles are
evaluated for three noise goals (FAR36, FAR36 minus 2, and FAR36 minus 5
EPNdB). The iual-flow nozzles are an AR - 1.75 40-shallow chute nozzle and an
AR = 2.5 36-diep chute nozzle. The single-flow nozzles are an AR 2.1 32-
chute nozzle and AR = 2.9 57-tube nozzle with a treated ejector,

The range versus noise characteristics of these four suppressor configura-
tions were established using the procedure discussed in Section 4.5. A
specific example to illustrate this procedure will now be discussed using the
AR = 1.75 40-shallow chute nozzle. The range of this suppressor for a given
noise goal is calculated using Equation 4-lz

Totail Range 0 rd"Rebaseline 4 Arangewejght + ArangodLs..ter (4-1)

where rangeboselife - d ter.•'.i1d ýu4ivn the appropriate Mission
curve detined in Figure 4-16,

.lingt ithe range loss, B5 mileg ;wr 1000 p-iunds of

additional weight, caused by the ouppressor.

Aratzgodiau~ter is the rango loss due to increasing ihI nacelle
drag caused by rhe incrcase in nacelie iiiameter
due to the add't on of the suppressor.

Table 4-5 sue-narites the results of applying Equation 4-1. 1he baael[ne

v ange includ-s the effect of upsiling the engine to account for the thrust de-
)" gradation caused by the suppressor.
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Figure 4-16. Aircraft Integration Study,
Mission Characteristics.
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The baseline range shown in Table 4-5 is established by determining the
engine size required to meet a specified noise goal, utilizing Figure 4-14,
determining the corresponding range utilizing Figure 4-16. Note that the
range decrement due to diameter is less than 5 percent of the decrement due
to suppressor weight.

A summary of the range versus noise characteristics for the configura-
tions is presented in Figure 4-17. The addition of a properly designed
mechanical suppressor causes a significant increase in aircraft range for a
specified noise goal. For example, for a traded FAR36 noise goal of 108
EPNL, the addition of the 32-chute nozzle allows a range improvement of
approximately 1700 miles. Note that this is a net improvement and that penal-
ties for performance degradation and additional weight of the suppressors were
included. A similar comparison for the variable cycle engine shows a range
improvement of nearly 1000 miles for the 40-shallow chute nozzle at 108 EPNL.
The range increase realized by adding a suppressor to the variable cycle
engine is less than adding a suppressor to a turbojet engine, e.g., 1000 miles
versus 1700 miles. In contrast, the AR = 2.5 36-chute nozzle is actually less
effective than the 40-shallow chute nozzle if FAR36 levels of 110 or less are
desired. The poorer showing is due primarily to the larger decrement in range
due to weight (fuel off-load) plus the increase in nacelle diameter (drag).
Also shown in Figure 4-17 are the range noise characteristics of an optimum
nozzle described in Section 6.0. This projection is based on static measure-
ments which have been completed under Task 5 of this program.

The results of the case studies were used to establish the relative impor-
tance of suppression level, performance, and weight for the range of variables
evaluated. The 40-shallow chute nozzle is used to illustrate the importance
of suppression level. Figure 4-18(a) shows the range improvement which is
incurred due to an assumed suppression improvement of 2 dB. For this particu-
lar configuration, an improvement of 2 EPNL resulted in a range increase of
200 miles to 400 miles depending on the specified noise goal.

Trend curves to establish aircraft range penalties caused by the sup-
pressor performance degradation may be established by holding net thrust
constant and varying the thrust coefficient, Net thrust is defined as:

net " (r) (Cfg)- Dram

where F(; is the ideal gross thrust

Cfg is the nozzle thrust coefficient at specifi-d Va/c

Dran is the ram drag "
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If net thrust is held constant as thrust coefficient decreases, engine
size must be increased. Increasing engine airflow results in a range penalty.
The change in range due to thrust coefficient is summarized in Figure 4-18(b).
If one assumes a suppressor performance loss of 6 percent, the corresponding
range decrement is 175 miles at a velocity of 2345 ft/sec. Suppressor weight
as a function of engine airflow is summarized in Figure 4-18(c), and the cor-
responding range decrement is identified. The curves illustrate the large
difference in range decrement due to weight which occurs between a simple
suppressor such as the 40-shallow chute nozzle and a complex suppressor such
as the 57-tube nozzle with a treated ejector. For example, at engine airflow
of 1000 lbm/sec, the range decrements are 60 miles and 470 miles, respectively.

Case studies were completed for the two baseline and seven suppressor
configurations defined in Section 4.3. These studies were done at balance
field lengths of 10,500 ft and 12,500 ft. Increasing balance field length
lowers the takeoff thrust requirement and reduces engine size. However, the
aircraft is at a lower altitude at the community monitoring point. Range
versus noise characteristics for the two balance field lengths are summarized
on Figure 4-19 for the single-flow baseline and suppressor configurations.
Figure 4-19 illustrates that a significant improvement occurs due to an in-
crease in balance field length for the baseline single-flow configuration.
However, the improvement is less dramatic for the 32-chute suppressor nozzle.
The suppressor is found to result in greater range advantage relative to the
baseline configuration for 10,500 ft balance field length.

In general, increasing balance field length, which results in a lower
thrust requirement, resulted in an improvement in mission range.

Noise footprint area has also been considered. The footprint areas are
calculated using the procedure described in Reference 17.

The footprint areas for the suppressor configurations are summarized in
Table 4-6 in terms of square nautical miles. Although the configurations
are compared at the same traded EPNL noise level, there are significant
differences in footprint area. This is due to throttle cutback at the com-
"munity monitoring point. Therefore, although the traded EPNL level of the
configurations are equivalent, the community levels are not necessarily the
same. This point is illustrated by considering the following example. The
40-shallow chute nozzle has sideline and community noise levels of 110 EPNL
and 101.6, respectively, for a traded noise goal of 108 EPNL. The 36-chute,
AR - 2.0, configuration has levels of 110 and 104 for the same noise goal.
There is a 2.4 '.PNdiI difference between the community noise level of the two
configurations, and the 40-shallow chute nozzle has a significantly smaller
footprint.

Mission sensitivity was established by considering the second mission
%Aiich has a 600 nautical mite subsonic leg. Case studies were don- for
several suppressor and baseline configurations, Results of these studies
indicated that for all configurations a range decrement of 100 to 200 miles
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Table 4-6. Summary of Suppressor Noise Footprint Characteristics.

Footprint, nmi 2  Footprint, nmi 2

100 EPNL 90 EPNL

Noise Goal* Noise Goal*

Suppressor 0 -2 0 -2

32-chute, AR-2.l 8.2 6.5 55.1 48.5

36-chute, ARi2.0 10.9 6.6 70.6 49.2

36-chute, ARf2.5 11.8 6.5 76.1 48.5

40-shallow chute, AR=I.75 5.1 3.9 32.1 22.9

36-chute, ARf2.0 6.8 4.5 46.2 31.7

36-chute, AR=2.5 8.5 6.9 60.1 51.3

* Relative to FAR36 (1969)
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was incurred due to the addition of a 600 nautical mile subsonic leg. The
range decrements were not configuration-sensitive but varied as a function of
the engine airflow size required to meet a specific noise goal. A lesser
"penalty was incurred for baseline and suppressor configurations utilized on
engines having lowest takeoff airflow.

4.8 CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the aircraft integration study was to assess the in-
fluence of suppression level, aerodynamic performance, and suppressor weight
on the aircraft mission. Suppression level was found to have a significant
impact on aircraft range. Typical examples show a 1 dB improvement in sup-
pression would result in a range increase of 100 to 200 miles. Aerodynamic
performance losses and weight increase caused by the suppressor nozzle ranked
second and third, respectively. The performance losses caused by the sup-
pressors ranged from 5 to 9 percent relative to a plug nozzle. Engine weight
increase caused by the addition of a mechanical suppressor ranged from 4 to
20 percent. Increasing balance field length from 10,500 ft to 12,500 ft caused
a significant increase in aircraft range for a specified noise goal. The
inclusion of a 600 nautical mile subsonic leg into the mission resulted in a
range decrement of 100 to 200 miles. The noise footprint areas were found to
be 2 to 7 times that of a typical wide body transport.

The relative ranking of each suppressor was found to be dependent on the
measured noise goal. Generally speaking, although the addition of a mechani-
cal suppressor increases weight and reduces performance, for a specified
noise goal the suppressor allows the use of a smaller engine which results
in a range advantage. Based on jet noise considerations only, Traded FAR36
levels of 105 without margin, and aircraft mission ranges of 4000 nautical
miles are feasible, utilizing variable cycle engines with mechanical sup-
pression devices of the type considered in this study.
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5.0 FIGURE OF MERIT

Figure of merit (F.O.M.) is a term which may be defined as a procedure

* or method for determining the relative merit of competing systems on a quan-
titative basis. For example, specific fuel consumption (sfc) is a common
figure of merit for aircraft engines. Any meaningful figure of merit for a
mechanical suppressor must incorporate the effects of suppression level,
performance level, and weight. The results of the aircraft integration
study (Section 4.0) show that aircraft range includes these effects when a
proper engine integration and mission analysis study is performed. The
major drawback of using aircraft range as a noise abatement nozzle F.O.M.
is that it requires the characteristics of the aircraft mission to be de-
fined, and requires mechanical design and installation studies which in
turn require information about the aircraft and the engine. Unfortunately,
the aircraft integration studies demonstrate that this type of analysis is
the valid way to fairly evaluate suppressor nozzles.

In general, a nozzle with the highest suppression level, least perfor-
mance degradation, and the lightest weight will be superior. The aircraft
engine integration studies discussed in Section 4.0 show that suppression
it -•sually the most important design criterion with weight and takeoff per-
formance ranked second and third, respectively. The trade studies of Sec-
tion 3.0 demonstrate that the ratio of APNL/4Cfg is inadequate because it
ignores absolute suppression level limitations and penalties due to suppres-
sor weight.

In the course of conducting any aircraft integration study, the pre-

liminary designer, however, has to rely on several interim criteria to as-
sist him in screening various suppressor configurations. A parameter such
as APNt/ Cf. versus iPNI. is one typical example often used. This problem of
how to screen the suppressor configurations without resorting to the lengthy
mission approach might be resolved by considering several relatively simple
ranking techniques.

Die first screening technique, referred to as the Composite Score
(C.S.), simply degrades a perfect score. 100, by the suppression relative
to some current fcasible value, say 15 APNdl, the performance loss and the
weight associated with the Nuppresor relative to the bWseline, unsuppres-
sod, engine weight. This is simply expressed as:

C.S. 100 - ((15-&PNL) a t * 6Wt/WtJ

uhere aPNL S Static Suppression Re Conical at Same Vm

A% * Performance Los# Re Plug Nozzle at Rotation
Hach No. (-0.3 * 0.36) in Percent

aWt/Wt Suppre.ssor/Baseline Engin• Weight Ratio in
Percent

• ~~66 7"



This very simple ranking procedure basically tells the preliminary designer

the suppressor with highest noise reduction, lowest weight, and least per-
formance degradation should be a candidate for the mission study. The sec-

ond approach, the Overall Ranking Number iO.R.N)., attempts to provide a
"weighting" factor or "modifier" to several of the •uppitessor parameters
previously discussed. By "weighting" the key ,,uppressor performance param-

eters, it may permit the designer to further discriminate among candidate

systems that on a simple "nonweighting" basis appear at or below par. The
suppression level (APNL) could be .irdified to reflect how efficiently a
given configuration achieves it (i.e., 4PNL/Atfg), while the percent suppres-
sor weight ratio (AWt/Wt) could also be modifed to recognize whether the
mechanical suppressor is deployed in a full (turbojet) or half-spin (VCS)
mode, as well as relating its simplicity of mechanical debign (i.e., AWt/Wt)
to the attendant performance losi (ACfg). One way of expressing Overall
Ranking Number is as follows:

APNL
O.R.N. - (1.66 APNL) + (33.3 1.66 ACfg)

ACfg

+ A S At'/It-iAfg (33.3 - 1.33 AWt/Wt)

where APNL, 4C%, AWti/4t - Same as in C.S. method

AT Total engine flow area

As Flow area in which suppressor is dr~loyed

In general, the higher O.R.N. (no upper limit) the awre ,lt•-ly th adhe $up-
presuor selected for the mission otudy will le a competitive one.

Using the seven suppressor configurations cvaWamtd in the -iiri- t
integrat ion (Section 4.0). thteir rokiog or rtini o pfdg~ ot mi~ssiou
re.trpintN (i.e., noise level and thrust are wariinl>, uaz detcroined
ugig both C.S. a4d O.R.N. techniques. 'Me rults act I'abiated in Table
5-I and the bar chart of figure 5-1. One, of tho more obvious differences
bettwen the C.S. aa, OR.N. is illustrated when oii cqpartz the 32-chute/
plop and the tube ! •jertor euppre-ssor io-l';., CleArly the O.R.N. method
permits the high aPNLf/t(1f. of tub + jector ippr.auor to compntiSate for
its extramely poor Au)r-ssor weight penaly, th 4un it more or less
equal to its 32-chute/plug coutterpac•t . lhis i, illustrated in Figure 5-2.
Although tho O.A.N. is eggentially the •sme for both supprossor syntems, the
bar chart cle.rlty delinoeates luiw the `r ;eighting" par .ter4 affect

the total ranke.%, On the othor hSl.d, bot{• the C.S. and 'O..N. techniques
suggegt that the 40-shal low citute!AX • , . 2 uppressor from thte VCE series
is the best of the three tandidat-9.
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The last few paragraphs have attempted to provide the preliminary de-
signer some guidance as to which suppressor/engine system(s) may show
enough promise to be subjected to a mission study by employing several
elementary ranking tools. However, the designer must always keep in mind
that whatever suppressor/systems are evolved from these "interim criteria,"
their benefit or viability to a given aircraft and its respective mission
must wait for the results of the ultimate "Figure of Merit" - Range.

The following section will discuss how five configurations were selec-
ted, designed, and built for acoustic evaluation during Task 5 of the sub-
ject program utilizing the "Figure of Merit" discussed herein.
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6.0 OPTIMUM SUPPRESSOR NOZZLES

C

k The selection of five optimum suppressor nozzles was based on the re-

suits obtained from the following programs activities:

S FAA/DOT SST Phase I and II Studies presented in References 2, 3,
4, and 5.

* Engineering Correlation Studies presented in Volume I.

e I Task 2 Aeroacoustic Modeling Activity (M*G*B) Jet Noise Predic-
tions presented in Reference 7.

* Aero Performance and Acoustic Results - Subtask 2 presented in
Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of Volume II.

0 Trade Studies of performance versus suppression presented in
Section 3.0 of this volume.

* Aircraft Integration Studies presented in Section 4.0 of this
volume.

The Five Optimum Suppressor Nozzles

The five configurations selected for static and simulated flight acou-
stic testing based on the results of these studies are:

0 1 - 32-chute, AR = 2.1 - single flow

* 2 - 40-shallow chute, (AR)o 1.75 - dual flow, Inverted
Velocity Profile (IVP)

* 3 36-chute, (ARI0 = 2.0 dual flow, IVP

* 4 - 3 with treated ejector - dual flow, IVP

* 5 - Coplanar mixer (54-element) - dual flow, Side-By-Side

These configurations are illustrated in Table 6-1 along with some of the key
geometric parameters. Each of five optimum nozzle configurations was selec-
ted by evaluating the compromises among suppression level, performance loss,
and mechanical complexity. However, consideration was also given to having a
wide variety of configurations in order that the Task 5 testing could allow
the projection of flight noise suppression levels for several suppressor fam-
ilies. This approach was considered appropriate because of the extremely
limited data base available to optimize suppressor designs in flight, espe-
cially for dual-flow nozzle configurations as previously discussed in Sec-
tion 3.0.
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Table 6-1. Optimum Suppressor Nozzle Designs.

Model No, Configuration Schematic Photograph

.1 32 Chute
' ~AR =2.1 '

2 40 Shallow Chute
AR = 1.75

3 36 Chute
AR 2.0

ii

4 36 Chute with

Treated Ejector
AR 2.0

5 54 Element

Coplanar Mixer
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Configuration 1, 32-chute AR 2.1 nozzle, was selected to be represen-
tative of suppressor nozzles which were applicable to single-flow exhaust
systems. This 32-chute nozzle was evaluated as a result of the parametric
test series described in Reference 4. The selection of this configuration
was also justified by the results of the aircraft integration studies de-
scribed in Section 4.0. The mechanical design studies indicated that the
area ratio of 2.1 does fall within the range of acceptability. The static
and flight aerodynamic performance of this nozzle was documented based on
wind tunnel testing data. The other three turbojet suppressors considered
were those evaluated in the aircraft integration study described in Section
4.0. This may at first seem to be a limited group of nozzles but, in actu-
ality, it represents a substantial portion of the suppressor nozzle work per-
formed during the past 25 years. The 32-chute nozzle and 57-tube plus ejec-
tor nozzle are configurations which were evolved after extensive studies con-
ducted by General Electric and the Boeing Company after cancellation of the
SST. These nozzles were evolved based on limited analytical, and extensive
experimental studies conducted by the respective companies and described in
References 4 and 5. The 36-chute nozzle area ratios 2.0 and 2.5 were configu-
rations evolved for parametric testing during this current program and are
more representative of the type of mechanical suppressors which could be im-
plemented on a high radius ratio plug nozzle. Selection of the optimum noz-
zle Number I was based on maximum range attainable in order to meet current
FAR36 (i.e., EPNL = 108) noise levels. Table 6-2 summarizes how each of
the nozzles compares. The 32-chute, AR = 2.1 was selected due to its weight
advantage and high performance.

The remaining four optimum nozzles were selected from the dual-flow fam-
ily. The second configuration was chosen to be AR - 1.75 40-shallow chute
nozzle with a modified core-plug geometry. This configuration was evolved as
a result of the experimental data presented in Volume II of this report and
the mechanical design studies described in Section 4.4. The experimental
results presented in Section 3.4.2.2 of Volume 11 show that a modification to
the core-plug geometry of the 40-shallow chute nozzle would result in a 1.5
PNdB improvement in suppression with essentially no change in exhaust system
performance or weight. This conclusion is supported by the static data pre-
sented in Figure 6-1.

The acoustic data base to project flight suppression levels for dual-flow
configurations is very limited, as discussed in Section 3.0. This configura-tion, based on the experimental data discussed in Volume 11, Section 3.4.2.3,

has the potential for maintaining suppression in flight. This projection is
made based on the experimental observation that in flight, a significant low
frequency reduction occurs for the suppressor, whereas little or no change
occurs in the high frequency portion of the spectra. The 40-shallow chute
when compared to the other shallow chute configurations generally exhibits
the lowest high frequency noise levels and should, therefore, perform best
in the flight environment.

Configuration 3 was selected to be an AR m 2.0 36-chute nozzle which in-
corporated several unique design features. A nozzle area ratio of 2.0 was
selected because it represents the best compromise from a suppression and
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Table 6-2. Single Flow System Comparison.

e Size/range for traded FAR36=0 (108 EPNL)
a TOGW = 762,000 lbs
* 10,500 ft balance field length

Suppressed Engine
Nozzle System Range Weight Flow Cfg

Configuration (nautical mi) (lbm/sec) SLS at Mo- 0.30

o 32-Chute, AR 2 3531 880 -0.93

* 36-Chute, AR 2.0 3228 935 -0.91

o 36-Chute, AR 2.5 3163 940 -0.914

* 57-Tube, AR - 2.9 + 3183 835 -0.93
Treated Ejector**

* SST Phase I Optimum Nozzle, GE/FAA Contract DOT-FA-72WA-2894

* - SST Phase II - Optimum Nozzle, Boeing/FAA Contract DOT-FA-72WA-2893

-Configuration No. 1 selected as optimum single flow system
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weight point of view over a wide range of velocities. This trend is illus-
trated by the comparison of suppression characteristics with area ratio and
the weight variation with area ratio presented in Figure 4-17. The core
plug geometry of this configuration was designed based on the flow manage-
ment studies described in Volume II. The small step height was selected to
provide an outer-to-inner stream flow area ratio variation of 3.62. The ele-
ment number was selected based on the engineering correlation studies which
indicated very little improvement in suppression with increasing element num-
ber, and 36 was selected based on performance data availability and the ad-
verse effect that increasing element number has on performance. The adverse
effect on performance is discussed in detail in Section 4.0, Volume II.

The chute design itself was unique in that it incorporated a convergent-
divergent flowpath to reduce the shock noise signature of the suppressor.
The need for this design was predicted on test data presented in Volume II.
The influence of shock noise on the directivity and spectra characteristics
of a suppressor is illustrated by the following example. Consider an AR = 2.0
turbojet nozzle such as Configuration 16 in Volume II. Two t-st points were
compared for this configuration to illustrate the importance of shock noise.
The pressure ratio was held constant at approximately 3.3 and two temperature
conditions w-.ire evaluated. These were 730* R and 1620" R, which result in
velocities of 1600 and 2380 ft/sec, respectively. The PNL directivity char-
acteristics of the two data points are presented in Figure 6-2. Previous re-
sults would indicate a significant decrease in PNL level as velocity is de-
creased. This trend is observed at acoustic angles of 90' and in the aft
noise quadrant. In the forward quadrant, the PNL levels are equivalent even
though there is a difference of 780 ft/sec in velocity. Spectra comparisons
are presented ia Figure 6-3 to provide further data. The high frequency por-

tion of the spect•ra are equivalent in level whereas the low frequency levels
are lower as expected. The insensitivity of high frequency noise is gener-
ally characteristic of shock noise. Therefore, if the shock noise could be
reduced, a significant decrease in the PNL levels should occur. This is the
reason for incorporation of the convergent-divergent chute design into this
configuration. It is anticipated that this configuration should result in
static suppression levels in excess of 10 PNdB and achieve a range goal of
4000 nautical miles with a traded FAR36 level of 103 based on jet noise
consideration only.

This configuration with an ejector was selected as optimum nozzle No. 4.
An ejector was chosen to be representative of a high suppression nozzle from
a different family of exhaust nozzles. The ejector design incorporated a
length-to-diameter ratio of I and utilized the design criterion that flow
area be held constant throughout the annulus. These are the design criteria
for good aerodynamic performance at takeoff conditions. The ejector treatment
utilized was a broadband bulk absorber, Astroquartz.

The addition of a treated ejector to Configuration 3 is projected to
increase PNdB suppression 2 to 4 PNdB. This configuration is projected to
be a high suppression device, in excess of 12 P.NdB. A typical example of
the suppression improvement caused by the addition of a treated ejector is
illustrated in Figure 6-4. The results are discussed in Section 3.4.2.5 of
Volume 1I.
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Figure 6-2. Typical Suppressor PNL Directivity Characteristics at Constant
Pressure Ratio.
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System No. 5 is a coplanar mixer plug nozzle (alternate hot and cold
flow elements), which was evolved because of its predicted aero performance
and suppression considerations. This model configuration was selected from
the application of the theoretical concepts developed in Task 2, Reference 7.
Extensive diagnostic studies on multichute nozzles were carried out in Task
2, Reference 7. From these studies, a nozzle concept was developed which
attempts to capitalize on the identified mechanisms of jet noise suppression.
The first concept employed was that of injecting low velocity flow between
the "chutes", which would provide several benefits: (1) reduce the shear,
and hence the higher frequency noise, in the chute premerged zone, (2) elim-
inate the dependency of chute mixing on ambient air entrainment, and (3) im-
prove the relative velocity effect in the flig't condition. The low velocity
flow between the chutes could be supplied by the bypass stream on an engine
system application.

The second concept employed from Task 2 involved injecting low velocity
flow between the chutes as a bypass stream, rather than through an inner core
nozzle or base-bleed step. The plume should decay more rapid'., with axial
distance, because the bypass stream does not "fill up" the center of the
plume. Instead, it is mixed with the ambient air alone with the primary
stream. This should produce lower convwction Mach numbers and, hence, reduce
the convective mplification effects at aft angles.

The employment of chutes for flow-splitting was deemed desirable from
the standpoint of reducing shock-cell broadband noise. By using a 54-chute
configuration, hydraulic diameter can be minimized, thus greatly shortening
the shock structure and pushing the peak frequency of the shock noise compo-
nent high enough to render it inaudible or highly vulnerable to air atten-
uation. The shock cell noise may also be controllable by properly matchi
primary and secondary stream pressure ratios. Finally, because the secon-
dary (bypass) flow replaces the chute "base area", the aerodynamic perfor-
mWnce of this concept over a conventional chute nozzle should be much im-
proved (Cfg a 0.96, KtO a 0.30).

In sugary, these configurations are representative of syste-us that are
applicable to single- and dual-flow advanced engine systems. The designs
were based on experimental data and analytical sethods from Governtswnt and
industrial research programs. Vie desigos, e•cept for Configuration 5, Vore
extracted from experimental data. Stronger emphasis was placed on the in-

vet)ed flow profilh dual-flow designs to establish a comprehensive free-jet
data base oo dual-flow nozzles to project full-scale flight noise levels.
All configurations chosen are designed to yield high suppression levels in
excgss of 10 PNd8 peak noise reduction. based on jet noise considerations
only, this suppression level will permit future cosvasrcial sustained super-
sonic cruise aircraft to meet subsonic aircraft noise regulations, FAR36,
1969.

These configurations were subiected to static and fiee-Jet testing in the
General Electric Anechoic free-jet facility. Flight suppression levels were
established based on these test results and are reported in Task 5 of this
cont ract.



7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The subject of this report has been suppressor concept optimization.
Several procedures for rating suppressors have been discussed. Trade studies
of performance versus suppression have indicated that static performance and

Ai suppression measurements are inadequate to define the characteristics of the
suppressor exhaust system in flight, Flight performance and flight suppres-
sion must, as a minimum, be established based on wind tuninel aero performance
testing and acoustic free-jet testing.

1 Aircraft integration studies have shown that to assess the impact of me-
chanical suppressors on the aircraft mission, acoustic suppression) level, aero

performance level, and suppreinot' weight must be considered simultaneously.
The level of acoustic ,*uppression was found to be the most important design
variable, ithce degradation and engine weight increase ranking
second _nd thid, respectively. Geiierally speaking, although the addition
of a e;chncal suppressor increases weight and reduces performance, for a
specified noise goal the stuppressoc allows the use of a smaller engine whichIeresults in a range, advantage. Based on jet noise. considerations only, it
w*s found that ranges in excess of 4000 nautical miles could be achieved and
still maintain a traded EPNL noise level of 108.

1The figure of merit at the preliminary design level which incorporated
Ssuppression level, performance, and weight, was found to be aircraft range

" for a sustained supersonic cruise commrcial aircraft. Several interim
rating procedures vere identified but were found to have a limitd range of
applicability. Tlhe optimum nozzle design studies, based on static experimen-

* tal and analytical results, suggest that dual-flow suppressor notz.les may be
designed with suppression levels ranging from 10 to 12 PNVM relative to a
single-flow conical nozzle system of equivalent specific thrust.

Diameter scaling, based on Strouhal number, was found to provide ade-
quate ap,rcemnt between full-gcale and scale-model data Co the basis of peak
noise and directivity characteri.stics withiin f2 PNdII. A *tandard conica.l
nozzle should be used as the noise baseline by all industry and Government
researchers.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A program was conducted to further develop and confirm acoustic scaling
procedures applicable to baseline and suppressor nozzles. The objective was
achieved through a comparison of scale-model and full-scale acoustic test

results. Current acoustic scaling methods for jet noise assume the agreement
of normalized far-field acoustic data when nozzle size is scaled by a physi-
cal diameter change. Normalization is achieved through a linear expression
with jet diameter and mean jet velocity by maintaining a constant Strouhal
number, and by raising the density to various exponents. Previous experience
has generally substantiated this scaling methol, primarily on subjective
parameters of peak PNL and PNL suppression. Spectral scaling has also
been shown to be fairly consistent at the peak PNL angle for the same
range of nozzle types. When scaling off-peak angles, however, particularly
far from the peak jet noise, results have not been as consistent depending
on the particular test vehicle and setup. Inaccuracies have been attributed
to the mode of data acquisition, and to extraneous non-jet noise sources in
most engine systems, which were not suppreseed prior to test and which could
not be confidently removed during dota analysis. Influences such as these
must be eliminated if real engines are to be used to provide a hot gas source
for comparing large scale jet noise to model data over the entire spectrum of
jet noise. Ground reflection must also be elimitlated in the test setup 'or
crnfidently corrected for) through use of data reduction/analysis wethoda
and appropriate measurement technilues.

"E8



2.0 METHOD OF APPROACH

The work scope encompassed the comparison of scale-model data with full
size engine test data for the following configurations:

J J79 Engine - Conical nozzle baseline, 32-element multichute suppressor
with and without an acoustically treated ejector.

J85 Engine - Conical nozzle baseline, 8-lobe nozzle, and 104-tube
suppressor.

rar-field acoustic data for the model and full-scale nozzles (same nozzle
total pressures and temperatures, different only in size) were used to demon-
strate agreement between model and full-scale results. Far-field acoustic
scale-model data (SPL, PWL, PNL) corrected for air absorption and ground
effects were compared with full-scale engine data after using conventional
scaling factors, including Strouhal number, for the frequency-diameter rela-
tionship and nozzle throat area for the sound-power-level scale factor.

There is some possibility that the nozzle discharge airflow turbulence
levels may be inherently different for model and engine operation such that
the noise generation levels are affected. Model and full-scale J79, laser
velocimeter surveys were therefore made of the exhaust plumes. This informa-
tion was required to assess whether any differences between scale-model and
full-scale noise comparisons should be expected. Ellipsoidal mirror measure-
ments were also made at selected points for direct comparison of apparent
noise source locations in the exhaust plume.

Ni:
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3.0 TEST FACILITIES AND HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

3.1 SCALE-MODEL ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY

The Jet Engine Noise Outdoor Test Stand (JENOTS) is located at Evendale,
Ohio. rhe sound field consists of 14 microphones arranged on 10' intervals
around a 40-foot arc from 30' to 160', centered at the nozzle discharge plane
centerline which is 55 inches above the ground. The microphones are elevated
16 feet above the ground on specially designed "gooseneck" mounts to minimize
the influence of reflections. This facility is described in detail in
Reference 18.

Facility data consisting of airflow, total temperatures, total pressures,
cooling water temperature and pressure, and meteorological data are recorded
for each test run.

The facility also has a system which permits aerodynamic and acoustic
in-jet instrumentation to traverse parallel to the jet exhaust plume axis.
This system is normally used to accept either the ellipsoidal mirror (EM)
(Figure A-l), for noise source location measurements, or the laser velocime-
ter (LV) (Figure A-2), for turbulent flow velocity measurements.

3.2 FULL-SCALE TEST FACILITY - J79 ENGINE

A J79-15 engine was installed at Edwards Flight Test Center, California,
to obtain full-scale (effective nozzle diameter - 20.84 inches) jet noise
data. The north site location was chosen due to the absence of surrounding
buildings and obstructions. -

The sound field used during the J79 exhaust nozzle tests consisted of 13
microphone stations distributed around a 160-foot arc extending from 40' to
160" (engine inlet plane referenced) in 10' increments. At each station, two
microphones were erected to approximate heights of 2 feet and i2 feet above
the ground. The ground surrounding the thrust pad was graded to obtain a
amooth acoustic arena. The control room was 3/4 submerged underground to
eliminate sound reflections. This facility is described in detail in Refer-
once 18.

Vie engine ws fitted with elaborate inlet and exhaust acoustically
treated ducts, plus turbine treatme1nt, to eliminate as bent possible all
rotating-parts noise contamination of jet noise. An acoustically treated
half-box was also used to shield any casing-transmitted noise from the
microphone field. The afterburner section and tailpipe assemblies, which
are normally connected to the turbin6"frame, were replaced by an acoustic~ally
treated turbine exhaust suppressor to which the exhaust nozzles could be
fastened using different adaptor spools. Eight vail static taps and two
4-element combination total pressure and total temperature rakes were
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Figure A-2. Laser Volocisoetor Setup at JEWYFS,
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installed in the adaptor spool. The engine was mounted on a stand secured
to a thrust pad such that the engine centerline was 12 feet above the thrust
pad. A schematic and a photograph of this installation are presented in
Figures A-3 and A-4.

3.3 FULL-SCALE TEST FACILITY - AEROTRAIN WITH J85 ENGINE

The Aerotrain test facility is located at Gometz, France. The Aerotrain
is operated on a 6-km track. It is propelled by a J85 turbojet engine (modi-
fied to have a 1.97-ft treated inlet and 3.28-ft treated exhaust duct) and
is supported by an air cushion which is provided by a Palouste engine. The
inlet and fan exhaust of the Palouste engine are also treated to minimize the
contamination of the J85 jet noise signature. The vehicle is capable of
static operation and of simulating flight speeds of up to 275 ft/sec.

Far-field acoustic measurements were made during the Aerotrain test
program. The measurements were made using four 1/4-inch B&K microphones
placed at a sideline distance of 164 feet from the test track. Three of the
microphones were at a height of 51 feet and spacing of 39.4 feet, while the
fourth microphone was at a height of 24.6 feet on the center pole, The
spacing between the three microphones was chosen to provide statistically
independent data samples. The two microphone heights were choen to provideinformation on the impact of ground reflections.

This facility is described in detail in Reference 10.

3.4 TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Test data from 14 conical and suppressor nozzle configurations were used
for the scaling studies. Eight model size configurations were tested at Cho
JENOTS facility, three engine size :onfigurations were tested at the Edwards
Center, and three engine site configurations were tested on the Aarotrein.
Descriptions of all configurations iloug with Rehimatics and photographs are
given in Table A-I. A detailed description of each model can be found in the
reference corresponding to each model.

The J79 suppressor cotifigurations were duplicated and cested in an
equivalent flow model 4ite of 5.7-inch diameter, and the J85 suppreosor con-
figurations were duplicated and tested in a model size of 4.0-inch diameter.
Four scale-model conical nozzles having diameters of 2.0 inches, 3.56 inches,
4.0 inches, and 5.7 inches were evaluated. (The 4.0-inch nozzle duplicated
the internal and external flowpath of the Aerotrain conical nozzle; the three
configurations wore typical baseline configurations from this and the free-
jet test program described In Reference 10.)
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3.5 LV AND EM TEST HARDWARE

The LV system used at JENOTS and Edwards Center is a two-part system
consisting of the laser velocimeter optics package and the laser velocimeter
signal processing equipment. The laser velocimeter optics package was speci-
fically designed for outdoor operation in the high noise, high vibration
environment near the exhaust plume. The LV optics package was mounted on a
remotely actuated platform on tracks parallel to the jet axis. The laser
velocimeter signal processor was located in the control room along with
recording and display equipment. Since the LV has a fixed working range of
85 inches, measurements at different points in the jet are accomplished by
traversing the platform along three axes: horizontal, vertical, and axial
(jet axis). The LV was operated in a traversing mode to obtain continuous
profiles of mean axial velocity, and it was operated in a stationary mode to
construct velocity histograms for determination of both mean and rms turbu-
lent axial velocities at discrete points. The LV system is described in
detail in Reference 18. A photograph of the test setup for the LV mounted
on Zhe travercing cart a' the Edwards facility is shown on Figure A-5. This
setup is described in Reference 4.

The 18-inch ellipsoidal mirror was installed on a traversing cart for
detailed mapping of the noise sources in the jet plume of a coni•zal nozzle.
Measurements were taken by slowly moving the cart parallel to the jet axis.
A 1/8-inch B&K 4138 microphone was installed in the mirror's elliptic focus
with the second focus 3t the center of the jet. The EM system is described
in detail in Reference 18.
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4.0 TEST MATRIX

The test matrix was designed to cover a range of conditions which would
provide sufficient data for a meaningful scaling comparison. The range of
conditions chosen is shown in Table A-2 for both model size and engine size
tests. A wide range of conditions from the subsonic velocity regime through
the supersonic velocity regime was covered, as shown on the table.

A detailed summary of all test points for all 14 configurations is pre-
sented in Tables A-3 through A-14.

Table A-2. Range of Test Conditions.

Size (Location) PT8/Po TT 8 ( R) V8 (ft/sec)

Model (JENOTS) 1.08+3.85 506+1878 466.2899

J79 (Edwards) 1.0742.59 1005+1652 496.2189

J85 (Aerotrain) 1.55-2.46 1367+1850 1400+2254
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I ~5.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

A

The output from the JENOTS model scale acoustic data acquisition system
(14 microphones around a 40-foot arc) was taped and later reduced by a
1/3-octave analyzer. Printouts of the analyzed and system-corrected data
"were obtained by computerized techniques. This procedure is discussed in
detail in Reference 18.

The output from Edwards full-scale acoustic data acquisition system (13
microphones around a 160-foot arc) was taped and then reduced as explained
above. (Details can also be found in Reference 18.)

Nozzle aerodynamic data were obtained on three J79 engine nozzle con-
figurations. For all test points, sufficient aerodynamic data were collected
to determine inlet airflow, ideal fully expanded isentropic jet velocity,
nozzle pressure ratio, exit gas temperature, and thrust.

The Aerotrain acoustic data were taped from four microphones using one-
track Nagra-Ill tape recorders. The data were reduced to provide 1/3-octave
spectra which was corrected to free-field. These spectra for each microphone
and repeat passes were averaged before comparison with scale-model data.
(See Reference 10 for more details.)
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6.0 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

This section describes the scaling factors, normalization methods, and
data comparisons used in the analysis of the data.

The acoustic model data were first scaled up to engine size and then
compared with the respective engine data. Conventional scaling factors,
including Strouhal number for the frequency-diameter relationship and nozzle
throat area for the sound-level scale factor, were utilized. The engine-
to-scaled-model comparisons were conducted on the basis of velocity, direc-
tivity, and spectra. Parameters evaluated included OASPLmax, OASPL dire-
tivity, PNL directivity, PWL spectra, and 1/3-octave band SPL spectra. All
data were corrected for air absorption and ground effects. The acoustic data
were normalized with a density, area, and distance factor; i.e., 10 log
[(pj/PlSA)" (Aj/R2]

Laser velocimeter measurements of engine and model data were evaluated
for plume aerodynamic flow-field mean and turbulent velocity distributions.
Both radial and axial data traverses throughout the jet plume were evaluated.
A single velocity (approximately 2100 ft/sec) was chosen to allow direct com-
parison of engine and model data. Both conical and 32-chute nozzle data were

obtained. The details of the LV measurements are described in Reference 4.

The ellipsoidal mirror microphone was used to give the acoustic radia-
tion per slice of jet for both engine and scale-model jets. EM data for
the J79 engine and 3.56-inch and 2.0-inch-diameter conical nozzles are
presented in Section 7. A single velocity (i.e., approximately 2200 ft/sec)
was chosen to allow direct comparison of engine and model data. The EM data
were processed by integrating the SPL's over the length of the jet for each
1/3-octave band, with inverse square law and air attenuation adjustments.

i
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7.0 SCALING RESULTS

To determine if diameter scaling holds for values of peak overall sound
pressure level (OASPLmax), a comparison of normalized conical nozzle data
from engine and model static tests was made and is shown in Figure A-6. Values
of OASPLmax normalized for density, area, and distance are shown for a range
of normalized velocities. The diameters of the conical nozzles ranged from
2.00 to 20.84 inches. The data correlate reasonably well over the entire
velocity range evaluated. Fitting of the data utilizing a stepwise linear
regression program resulted in a standard error estimate of 1.64 dB. The
1975 SAE prediction curve, Reference 20, is shown to establish data validity.

The normalized velocity values of log (Vj/ao) = 0.29 and 0.2 were
selected to illustrate directivity scaling. The directivity plots for these
conditions are shown in Figure A-7. The normalized OASPL shows a ±2 dB vari-
ation about a mean line through the data at the log (Vj/ao) = 0.29 setting.
At the lower velocity, e.g., log (Vi/ao) = 0.20, forward quadrant variance
is increased at the lower velocity Lue to higher shock noise of the 4.0-inch-
diameter conical nozzle. The other five nozzles were operated at a nominal
pressure ratio of 2.2, whereas the 4.0-inch-diameter nozzle pressure ratio
was operated at 2.5.

A separate comparison of only the J85 conical and the 4-inch conical
data is presented in Figure A-8 and shows improved agreement. This is
expected, since the 4-inch nozzle was the only conical nozzle designed to
be a scaled replica of the J85 model. The OASPL values for the 3.56-inch-
diameter conical model are lower than the other configurations in the for-
ward quadrant at the high velocity condition. The difference between the
3.56-inch-diameter model and J85 engine conical nozzle occurs over the
majority of angles in the lower velocity case (Figure A-7). The plug in the
3.56-inch-diameter model is located approximately 1/2 nozzle diameters
upstream of the nozzle exit while the J85 plug is approximately 6-1/2 nozzle
diameters upstream. Thus, the exit flow profiles will differ and different
noise levels are expected.

The comparisons for the J79 enginp and model (D = 5.7 inches) are shown
in Figures A-9 and A-10. Individual curves for the conical, 32-chute, and
32-chute with ejector are presented. The agreement between engine and model
is quite good for normalized values of both PNLmax and OASPLmax (Figures
A-9 and A-10, respectively). The standard error estimate between the J79
engine and model suppressor noise data is 0.9 dB for the 32-chute nozzle and
1.7 dB for the 32-chute with ejector.

The comparison for the J85 engine and respective models is shown in
Figures A-6, A-i1, and A-12. Individual curves for the conical 8-lobe, and
104-tube configurations are presented. The agreement between engine and
model sizes is also quite good for normalized values of both PNLmax and
OASPLmax (Figures A-Il and A-12, respectively). The 4-inch-diameter
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Area Dia

Sym Scale Location (in. 2 ) (in.) DpS/DM

J85 Aerotrain 108.6 11.76 1.0
J79 Edwards 338 20.84 1.0

C) Model JENOTS 9.95 3.56 3.31

S25.63 5.71 3.64
3.14 2.00 5.89

" 7 12.57 4.00 5.17

190

A

S180

170

0

160 -

I. s
SAE Predicted Noise Level
Reference 20

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

t log (V /a)

.1

Figure A-6. Comparison of Conical Nozzle Data from Engine

" and Model Static Tests.
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190_____________
Area bia

Sym Scale Location (in. 2) (in.) log Vj/a
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<) Model JENOTS 25.63 5.71 0.2860
0 Model JENOTS 3.14 2.00 0.2858
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2
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0 J85 Aerotrain 108.6 11.76 0.229

Ls J79 Edwards 338.0 20.84 0.226

g 180 A Model JENOTS 9.95 3.56 0.206

a) Model JENOTS 25.63 5.71 0.221

Q Model JENOTS 3.14 2.00 0.172

C Model JENOTS 12.57 4,00 0.220
a" 170 . .. Meanl ine

' 160
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i Figure A-7. Directivity Comparison of Conical Nozzle Data from Engine

and Model Static Tests.
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conical model data were used to provide an accurate comnparison with the
•1 engine. The standarderrors of estimates were 0.9 dB for the conical

nozzle, 1.3 dB for the 8-lobe nozzle, and 1.3 dB for the 104-tube nozzle.

In summary, the scaling method used provides good agreement between
engine and model tests for normalized PNLmax and OASPLmax data. The
biggest difference in level occurs when comparing the six conical nozzles.
This illustrates the importance of using an exact replica of the engine
nozzle when making acoustic comparisons as was done in the 4-inch-diameter
model/J85 engine conical comparison. The 4-inch-diameter conical model will
be used on all of the following J85 engine comparisons and the 5.7-inch-
diameter conical nozzle will be used for acoustic comparisons with the J79
engine data.

Acoustic Velocity Scaling

Acoustic velocity scaling comparisons (PNLmax and OASPLmax versus
velocity) have been made by others. This study, however, evaluates the
agreement between the model and engine sizes at two angles other than the
maximum noise angle (namely 90" and 50*). This helps to ensure that the
agreement observed at the peak angle is representative of that at other
angles.

The normalized OASPL comparisons at 90° and 50" of the J79 engine and
model data are shown tn Figure A-13. Individual curves for the conical, 32-

j chute, and 32-chute with ejector are presented. The good agreement found at
the maximum noise atiglQ is shown to continue at both 90' and 50'. The maxi-
mum deviation between the J79 engine and model curves is shown to be less
than 2 dB.

TThe norm lized OASPL cotuparisons at 90" and 50' of th* 385 engine and
model data are shoun in Figuro A-14. Individual curves for the conical,
8-lobe, and 104-tubo configurations are pres0nted. The good agreeont

found at theo %ximum atgle is shown to continue at both 90' and 1OC The
,taximuo deviation at 90' betveen the 185 engine and model curves i6 shown
to be less tnan 2 dD for the 8-lobe ard 104-tube notzzle. Th, conical tiozzle
deviation from the eogine data is due to shock noise. Several conical nozzle
data points were at nozzle pressure ratio greater than 3.0, thus providing an
increase in shock noise, r•lative to the J85 conical nozale, which was evalu-
ated at a maxitAum p uressur 'atio of 2.5. This was alSo the reason for
increased deviatioo betwen model and full-scale data at the 50' angle.

Acoustic Directivity Scaling

Directivity comparisons of the J79 engine and model are shown in Figures
A"I5 and A-16. Individual curves for the conical, 32-chute, and 32-chute
with ejector are presented. Good agreetwnt is shown at all angles for both
PNL and OASPL (Figures A-15 and A-16, respectively). The average deviation

•: between the J79 engine and mdel curves is rhoon to be les titan 2 dB.
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Figuro A-IS. Comparison of Model and J79 PNL Directivity Pattorns.
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Figure A-16. Comparison of Model and J79 OASPL Directivity Patterns.
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The directivity comparisons of the J85 engine and respective model data
are shown in Figures A-17 and A-18. Individual data curves for the conical,
8-lobe, and 104-tube configuration are presented. The average deviation
between the J85 engine and model curves is shown to be less than 2 dB.

Acoustic Spectra Scaling

The scale-model and full-scale power level spectra (PWL) comparisons at
a velocity of 2150 ft/sec are presented in Figures A-19 and A-20. The maxi-
mum deviation between the engine and model data is shown to be less than 2 dB
for the J79 comparisons except for the low frequency region of the conical
nozzle spectra where 6 dB is observed. For the J85 comparison, deviations
up to 5 dB occur in select frequency bands but the average deviation is less
than 2 dB.

A range of angles (500, 90%, and maximum noise) was examined to assess
the accuracy of diameter scaling for 1/3-octave spectrum levels. The 50*
angle was specifically chosen to illustrate agreement at an angle dominated
by shock noise. Spectra comparisons, for the conical nozzle between the
J79 engine and scale-model data at a nominal jet velocity of 2150 ft/sec,
are presented in Figure A-21. At 50%, the region of the engine and scale-
model spectra dominated by shock noise agree well. The Harper-Bourne, Fisher
predicted peak frequency, calculated as described in Reference 19, is in
good agreement with the data. At low frequencies, however, the J79 engine
and scale-model show poor agreement. The same is true at 90* except that
the difference between J79 engine and scale-model at low frequencies is
decreased. At maximum angle (140*), the agreement over the complete spectra
is good.

The J85 engine and scale-model comparisons at angles of 50, 900, and
130' for the conical nozzle are shown in Figure A-22. These comparisons
illustrate improved agreement between the engine data and scale-model data.
This point is emphasized because this conical nozzle was the only one which
duplicates exactly one of the conical nozzles that was tested on an engine.
The 50* spectra agree within t2 dB at the location of peak noise. The
levels between 160 Hz and 500 Hz differ by 5 dB. Spectra comparisons at 90'
and 130' indicate excellent agreement both in shape and level with a maxi-
mum deviation of 5 dB with an average deviation of less than 2 dB.

The 32-chute and 32-chute with ejector J79 engine and scale-model com-
parisons are shown in Figures A-23 and A-24 for a nominal velocity of 2130
ft/sec. Good agreement is shown for the 32-chute (Figure A-23) at 500
except for the low frequency region. Much better agreement is shown at 900
and at maximum angle (130'). The same is true for the 32-chute with ejector
shown in Figure A-24. The low frequency difference is reduced at aft angles
with good agreement on an overall basis at all angles.
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Figure A-17. Comparison of Model and J85 PNL Directivity Patterns.
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The 8-lobe and 104-tube nozzle J85 engine and scale-model comparisons
are shown in Figures A-25 and A-26 for an approximate velocity of 2160 ft/sec.
The agreement for the 8-lobe nozzle (Figure A-25) at 500 is somewhat erratic.
However, very good agreement is found at 90*, differing only at the lowest

frequencies. Agreement at maximum angle (140*) is quite good down to 250 Hz
while lower frequencies exhibit differences as high as 5 dB between model aiid

full scale. The agreement for the 104-tube (Figure A-26) at 50' is good
except for a portion of the low frequency region and at the highest fre-
quency. The agreement at 90* is again very good. The agreement at 140" was
very good except for the 125 to 250 Hz region, where a deviation up to 7 dB
is observed.

In summary, the peak shock noise regions scale well. However, values
at other frequencies (especially the low) are not duplicated using the con-
ventional scaling method. The scaling agreement is improved at 90" and att.

Velocity Distributions (Laser Velocimeter Measurements)

This section will present comparisons between laser velocimeter measure-
ments made on scale-model nozzles tested on the JENOTS facility with configu-
rations tested on the J79 engine at the Edwards test facility. Only select
comparisons are presented because the engine measurements were not as exten-
sive as those made on the scale model.

Velocity aracteriti.•s for conical and 32-chute nozzles wre obtained

4 with a laser velocimeter. Axial and radial distributions are shown for both
mea velocity and turbulence levels. Comparisons are made for the 3.56-inch-
dia•meter conical ,amdel and the J79 engine., oxcept for one cC4se which includes
the 2.0-Wlch-diameter conicAl nozzle. Thesee confi vrations had LV data with
comparable velocitiev of 2100 ft/sec.

The axial mean vtlocity distribotioo along the centerline, Oro a 0,
of two conical nozzles is shown in Figure A-27. The 3.56-inch-di.mner
conical model hats An internal plug, previously noted, while the 2.0-inch-
diamtter coriical moloel ha,-s o internal oletruction. The J79 engine, with
an internal plug (-2 oozzle diaetrrs ups"ream), coopares wll wvith the
3.56-inch-dia~etor t~eno4 , with 4n internal plug (-1/2 nozzle diaatetor
upstreatn). The tfirst si dixameter3 downstrea are dominatvd by 0hock
pitter.s a* shovrn. J79 ý.ngine dat2 wver not availa*Ae for comparison ujp"
stre4 of the six diameters. The 2.0-inch-dt.imter conical norzie, with-
out internal obstruction, vetaina a hi.hor velocity tha, the 3.56-inch-
diameter nozzle ill the downstream ixecticns.

Tho axial ewan velocity distributlon .4loag the outer lip, r/ro 1,
is 4lso shown in Figure A-?7 for both the 179 engint 4nd 3.54-incl-diameter
conical conifigurattions. The model mean velocity is somevha: greater than
that for the J79 engine, especially near the nozzle exit plane.
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i. ?
The comparison of radial mean velocity distribution at two diameters

downstream (x/D = 2) is shown in Figure A-28 for the J79 engine and 3.56-
inch-diameter conical configurations. Good agreement is shown out toA S approximately r/ro = 0.8. The model shows a greater mean velocity in
the shear layer region than does the J79 engine.

The comparison of radial. mean velocity distribution at six diameters
downstream (x/D = 6) is shown in Figure A-28. The conical nozzle still
shows a somewhat greater mean velocity in the shear layer region. The
centerline and outermost velocities are the same for both engine and model.

The comparison of axial mean velocity distribution along the center-
line of the J79 engine and scale-model, 32-chute configurations is shown

in Figure A-29. Good agreement is shown except near the nozzle exit where
the model's velocity is somewhat greater than the engine's.

The comparison of axial mean velocity distribution along the outer lip
for the engine and model 32-chute configuration is shown in Figure A-29.
Very good agreement is observed. No data beyond x/D > 7 was available.

The comparison of radial mean velocity distribution at two diameters
and six diameters downstream for the engine and model 32-chute configurations
is shown in Figure A-30. Very good agreement is observed over the complete
radial traverse. The engine's centerline velocity is slightly lower than
the model's.

The comparison of radial mean velocity distribution at six diameters
downstream for the engine and model 32-chute configurations is shown in
Figure A-30. Again, very good agreement is observed over the complete
radial traverse.

The comparison of radial distribution of axial turbulence (u'/VO) is
shown in Figure A-31 for the conical configurations at two diameters down-
stream. The ,J79 engine and 3.56-inch-diameter model have the same turbu-
lence level in the potential core region. Data for the engine at r/ro less
than 0.5 are not available. The model has a somewhat lower turbulence level
in the shear layer region, except at r/ro a 1 where the model is greater.
The comparison for radial distribution of turbulence for the 32-chute con-
figurations at two diameters downstream is also shown in Figure A-31. Very
good agreement over the complete radial traverse is shown.

The axial distribution of turbulence along the centerline is shown in
Figure A'-32 to be the samne for both the J79 engine and 3.56-inch-diameter
mnodel conical configurations. However, the same comparison at the outer
lip (r/ro 1, Figure A-29) shows poor agreement until well downstream.
Here the model turbulence is nearly twice that of the engine.

The axial distribution turbulence on the centerline shows good agree-
went between the engine and model 32-chute nozzles (Figure A-33). The
same comparison at r/ro 99 I also shows good agreement.
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In summary, the J79 engine and 3.56-inch-diameter model velocity and
turbulence levels differ mainly in the shear layer region. A reduction in
axial mean velocity was observed for a conical nozzle with an internal plug
compared to a conical nozzle without internal disturbance. The agreement
of 32-chute nozzle velocity and turbulence levels is good in all cases. It

should be noted that the 32-chute, scale-model and full-scale nozzle were
t duplicates, whereas the conical nozzles were not.

Noise Source Location (Ellipsoidal Mirror)

The Strouhal variation with axial location is shown in Figure A-34 for
both J79 engine and scale-model conical nozzles. The agreement is very good
over the range covered. The larger diameter J79 engine extends to higher
Strouhal values than the model, while the model extends to lower levels than
the engine. Both 3.56-inch- and 2.00-inch-diameter conical nozzles show good
agreement.

The 90* spectral comparison of engine and scale-model ellipsoidal mirror
data is shown in Figure A-35. The agreement is fairly good (within ±2 dB)
from 1000 Hz to 20,000 Hz. The 18-inch-diameter mirror is not designed to
accurately measure data below 1000 Hz, due to diffraction effects. (See
Reference 18 for details.)

In summary, the limited comparison of ellipsoidal mirror data for J79
engine and scale-model conical nozzles generally shows good agreement on a
Strouhal basis and fair agreement on a spectral basis.
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Sym Scale Dia, in. Measurement V, ft/sec TT, R
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48.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Diameter scaling holds well for OASPL.?, and PNLmax over the velocity
range covered (0 < log Vj/a. < 0.4), for both unauppressed and sup-
pressed nozzles.

2. Diameter scaling holds reasonably well for OASPL and PNL over the direc-
tivity range covered (20" < < V60"), for both auppressed and unsup-
pressed nozzles.

3. Diameter scaling holds fairly well for PWL and 1/3-octave band SPIL ovel
the frequency range covered (50 < f < 10K Hz F.S.) for both suppressed
and unsuppressed nozzles. Differences occurring at high and low fre-
quencies are most pronounced in the forward quadrant.

4. Diameter scaling holds well for the shock noise dominated region of the
spectrum, with the peak frequency correctly predicted by the Harper-
Bourne, Fisher equation. Poor scaling agreev~ent is found at low
frequencies.

5. The LV values of normalized mean velocity and turbulence along the
centerline agree for both engine and model conical (unsuppressed)
nozzles. However, the moadel has higher values then the engine in the
shear layer region.

6. Good agreement for both engine and model 32-chute (suppressed) nozzle
jbV data is found throughout the flow for both mean velocity and turbo-

le~eintevisity.

7. The X.4 copariton shows good agre-mont between engine and scaled conical
tode.l data on an 4xial Strouhal basis and fair agremen•t on a spectral
basis.

$. An *xact replica modal of the engioa must be uged vl:eon making *coostic

9. A stu4dard conic.•l no:zle should bt used as the baselioe by all industr2
and C.v rntent (analogou- to the ASK standard beimutlh, orifice
O*signS etc.),
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APPENDIX B

TABULATION OF ACOUSTIC AND AERODYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE DATA
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A summary of the data used for performing the tride studies of aero-
-! dynamic performance versus acoustic suppression is presented on Table B-I.

Acoustic suppression and aerodynamic performance levels are relative to a
round convergent nozzle. The appropriate reference is also defined if
more information about a specific configuration is desired.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

ij SyMbol

ao Ambient Speed of Sound, ft/sec

A Nozzle exhaust area, ft 2

AR, A.R. Suppressor area ratio; determined by the total nozzle area,
excluding any plug, divided by the flow area of the nozzle

Cfg, Cfg Thrust coefficient

D, d Diameter, ft or in.

DFS Diameter - full size, ft or in.

DM Diameter - model, ft or in.

f 1/3-octave band frequency, Hz

Fg Ideal gross thrust, lbf

M Jet Mach number

P Pressure, lbf/in. 2

PNL Perceived noise level, PNdB

EPNL Effective perceived ooise level, EPNdB

PWL Sound power level, dUi re: 10-13 watts

OAPWL Overall sound power level

SPL Sound pressure level, dU

OASPL Overall sound pressure level, dB

T Teniperature, " K

Sul Axial turbulent velocity, ft/sec

U, V Jet velocity, isentropic, fully expanded, ft/vec

61, w Weight flow rate, Ibm/sec

X Axial distance, ft
to

':-"! i a Nozzle exit angle, degrees

. . Dnsi ty, lbm/ft 3

W Density ratio exponent

1 56/1s7
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